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RESEARCH DIRECTED TOWARD DEFINING THE VARIABILITY
 
OF THE ATMOSPHERE BETWEEN 30 AND 200 KILOMETERS
 
By E. D. Schultz
 
GCA Corporation, GCA Technology Division
 
Bedford, Massachusetts
 
SUMMARY 
Owing to the current stringent requirements of various flight and
 
space operations, a rather detailed knowledge of the diurnal, seasonal,
 
and latitudinal variation in upper atmospheric properties, 30 to 200 km,
 
is becoming increasingly important. Considerable work is required to
 
adequately define the detailed variability of the atmosphere at these
 
altitudes. A major accomplishment of a continuing investigation of
 
upper atmospheric models has been the compilation of over 400 rocket
 
and optical probe soundings performed since 1947. The present interim
 
document reports on current work involving continued up-dating of data
 
collection and further analysis of the data at hand. A specific dis­
cussion of Soviet rocket soundings, a significant percentage of the
 
total number, is included. A computer program was written and run
 
which reprocessed and transferred the original data collection of 442
 
soundings from IBM cards to magnetic tape into standard format. The
 
program also performs monotonicity tests on the density-altitude pro­
files of the soundings. Additional analyses have been performed with
 
respect to certain thermistor temperature data corrections and improve­
ments in the analysis of the correlation between atmospheric density
 
and solar flux data.
 
I. INTRODUCTION
 
Models of the earth's atmosphere are continually being improved on
 
the basis of analyses of the increasing inventory of observations.
 
These extensions have been in the number of soundings, in the number of
 
geographical regions of the earth represented by the soundings, in the
 
increased altitude attained by the soundings, and in the quantity and
 
quality of the data obtained from the soundings.
 
Owing to the greater frequency of measurements obtained via con­
ventional radio-sonde techniques, the variability of the earth's
 
atmosphere has now been rather well documented for altitudes below
 
30 km.
 
For altitudes above about 200 km there is a considerable volume
 
of drag-acceleration data acquired from the measured orbits of arti­
ficial earth satellites. From these data atmospheric density can be
 
deduced. As a result of the many satellite missions performed during
 
the past decade, there has evolved the recognition that at these alti­
tudes atmospheric parameters vary significantly with respect to time
 
of day and time of year. In addition, atmospheric variations have been
 
correlated with solar activity and geomagnetic index Several atmo­
spheric models have evolved which reflect the variations. Accordingly,
 
the multiple model concept is progressively replacing the earlier con­
cept of a single average model atmosphere.
 
The altitude region between 30 and 200 km, and particularly between
 
100 and 200 km, is the least defined and the least understood with
 
respect to the variability of the pertinent parameters The number of
 
rocket observations of atmospheric properties below 100 km has increased
 
considerably, but not nearly at the same rate as satellite data above
 
200 km. Rocket observations above 100 km have been relatively rare.
 
Moreover, rocket samples are singular events and do not provide a con­
tinuous rate of data input. A major limitation of these samples is
 
that the observations have been scattered in both time and geographic
 
location.
 
For the purpose of constructing atmospheric models, the atmosphere
 
is customarily divided into two basic regimes one below 120 km where
 
mixing prevails, and the other above 120 km where diffusive separation
 
prevails. Preliminary models, necessarily based on rather limited
 
data, have been developed (Ref. 1) which attempt to reflect seasonal
 
and latitudinal variations below 120 km. These models suggest
 
seasonal variability to be minimum at tropical latitudes and to increase
 
to maximum at sub-polar latitudes. The models also suggest that an
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isopycnic region prevails at about 90 km which displays a density that
 
is estimated to be about 14 percent greater than that of the 1962 United
 
States Standard Atmosphere for that altitude.
 
Owing to the current stringent requirements of various flight and
 
space operations, a rather detailed knowledge of the diurnal, seasonal,
 
and latitudinal variation in upper atmospheric properties is becoming
 
increasingly important. However, there remains considerable work to
 
be done to adequately define the detailed variability of the earth's
 
atmosphere at these altitudes
 
Toward this goal, a continuing investigation of upper atmospheric
 
models has been performed for a number of years (Refs 2, 3, and 4).
 
A ma3or accomplishment of these earlier programs has been the compila­
tion of over four hundred rocket and optical-probe soundings taken
 
during the period 1947 to early 1965 (Ref. 5). These data serve as
 
an initial set of thermodynamic data suitable for subsequent prelim­
inary statistical analysis The present document is an interim report
 
on current work involving continued up-dating of data collection and
 
further analysis of the data at hand with a view to the ultimate de­
velopment of a more cogent interpretation of the variations in this
 
important altitude regime.
 
The report is divided into four main topic areas each of which
 
are treated in separate sections. Following the Introduction, Section II
 
discusses the expansion of the original (442) sounding collection by
 
the acquisition of new sounding data Also included in Section II is
 
a specific discussion of Soviet rocket soundings For the most part,
 
data from the Soviet flights, which constitute a significant percentage
 
of the total, have not become available through the regular trans­
mission channels of the World Data Center facilities, nor, with few
 
exceptions, have the data been published by the Soviets In addition,
 
certain problems and inconsistencies exist with respect to reported
 
launch times.
 
Section III summarizes additiojal work performed on the original
 
(442) sounding collection. The data, mostly in raw form, had until
 
now existed in five different format types on punched cards. A com­
puter program was written and run which reprocessed and transferred
 
this data to magnetic tape into standard format for storage and to
 
facilitate further analysis. A complete description of the program
 
along with the new formats of the data and the sounding identification
 
header cards are provided. Section III also discusses analyses per­
formed with respect to certain thermistor temperature data corrections
 
and improvement in analysis of the correlation between atmospheric
 
density and solar flux data.
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Section IV deals with the overall problem of data processing 
and
 
analysis and merging the data on hand with the vast 
amount of Meteoro­
logical Rocket Network data.
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II. DATA COLLECTION
 
A prerequisite for meaningful statistical analyses of the variability
 
of the structure of the earth's atmosphere is the compilation of a com­
prehensive inventory of density, pressure, and temperature profile data
 
on a global scale throughout the year and throughout the eleven-year
 
solar cycle. Clearly, the validity of such analyses is highly dependent
 
on the size of the data inventory.
 
Accordingly, an important part of the current program is the con­
tinuous collection from as many geographical locations as possible of
 
reported atmospheric rocket soundings or rocket instrument releases to
 
the extent that these data expand or correct an existing original set
 
fo 442 soundings. Apart from the extensive sources of meteorological
 
data to altitudes of about 50 or 60 km from the Meteorological RoLket
 
Network, which is discussed later in Section IV, a primary source of
 
sounding data is found in various scientific journals, books, technical
 
reports, etc In addition to the results of the literature search,
 
other unpublished data has been obtained through private correspondence
 
with individual experimenters
 
This method is somewhat tedious and time consuming, but has pro­
duced in the past a remarkable and unique ensemble of data from diverse
 
measurement techniques, launch sites, and altitudes. Previous efforts
 
toward this end have produced the relatively comprehensive existing set,
 
which consists of data from 442 atmospheric soundings, collected at
 
GCA Technology Division under NASA contracts NASw-976, NASw-1225, NASw­
1463, and NAS8-20098, as reported by R A. Minzner, et al. in GCA
 
Technical Report, TR-67-10N, dated May, 1967. These data were ob­
tained from 45 different sources collected from 17 fixed launch sites
 
and a few shipboard launches.
 
Recent emphasis has been given to the assembly of a bibliography
 
of additional rocket launchings which yielded thermodynamic data in
 
the upper atmosphere. Data collected previously covered the period
 
1947 through early 1965 The current survey is designed not only to
 
update these data with the results from subsequent rocket launches but
 
also to supplement the original records with data that covered the
 
same period but have only recently been published
 
Particularly valuable sources of listings of international rocket
 
launches are the catalogues, supplements, and reports published by
 
the World Data Center A, Rockets and Satellites, National Academy of
 
Sciences. Recent summaries in this series identify the respective
 
ezperimenters and their affiliations, facilitating direct correspond­
ence with the individuals in order to obtain the measured data
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Itemized requests for rocket sounding data were submitted to specific
 
individual experimenters or project groups. About three-quarters of the
 
data requests have thus far been answered Although the general response
 
has been favorable, the results have been somewhat less than anticipated
 
Data from a few of the flights were too poor to be meaningful. In another
 
few cases, the World Data Center A reported misleading information about
 
experiments contained on certain flights and, accordingly, for these,
 
pertinent thermodynamic data were not obtained. Some of the replies
 
failed to provide the tabulated data as requested and follow-on requests
 
are required. Data from other flights are not as yet releasable. This
 
data, however, and in some cases, data from future flights will be pro­
vided directly as soon as it becomes available
 
The itemized requests included, as far as possible, all soundings for
 
which the principal experimenters are known. However, for a significant
 
number of soundings that were launched between 1957 and 1963, the principal
 
investigators were not recorded in the World Data Center A listings. This
 
Center does not maintain in its archives the basic measured data from these
 
specific flights nor does it have a record of the respective experimenters
 
or project groups.
 
Efforts to obtain the data from these earlier flights are now being
 
effected through the National Space Science Data Center. In addition,
 
an attempt is being made to identify the pertinent experimenters by
 
association of rocket flight number, experiment type, etc.
 
The results of the current survey of rocket launches are summarized
 
in Table 1. This table provides a Chronological Bibliography of all
 
rocket launches which may provide useful thermodynamic data for inclusion
 
into the statistical study program. The listings give the date and time
 
(GMT)", site, experiment code (Table 2), principal investigator and/or
 
rocket type and flight number for each sounding. There are a total of
 
1049 entries in this table, of which 575 are Soviet soundings.
 
It should be noted that the bibliography in Table 1 does not, in
 
general, include the inventory of rocket launches available from the
 
Meteorological Rocket Network (MRN), although some of these data may
 
be found in the MRN publications, particularly launches during the period
 
of the ICY.
 
Times for many Soviet launches are uncertain, as discussed in
 
Section IIB.
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TABLE . CIHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPH OF ROCKET SOUNDINGS 1957 -1969
 
V_ 11 JUL 57 0205 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 27 JUL 57 0220 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 14 AUG_57 0423 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
19 AUG 57 0313 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
25 A-UG_570223 KAPUSTIN YAR- CPL. . . . . 
31 AUG 57 0530 KAPUSTIN YAR CPL 
__ _9 SEP 57 1550 KAPUSTIN YAR CPL 
V 14 SEP 57 0300 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 20_SEP 57 0230 KAPUSTIN YAR. TPD 
V 17 OCT 57 0300 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
16 DEC _57 0435 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 21 DEC 57 0440 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 21 DEC 57 0845 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 31 DEC 57 1910 66 26 S 92 49 E TP SHIP OB 
10 JAN 58 0727 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 19 JAN 58 0945 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
19 JAN 58 2321 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD ....... 
V 21 JAN 58 0315 65 26 5 120 32 E TP SHIP OB 
V 2 FEB 58 0726 67 44 S 147 12 E TP sHIP 0B 
V 10 FEB 58 0747 69 49 S 161 52 E TP SHIP OB 
11 FEB 58 0944 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 17 FEB 58 0306 48 01 S 171 06 E TP SHIP OB 
18 FEB 58 1431 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
21-FEB-58 0842 KAPUSTIN YAR CPL-- 
26 FEB 58 0435 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 9 MAR 58 2330 38 53 S 142 08 E T SHIP OB 
V 15 MAR 58 1154 43 15 5 160 15 E TP SHIP OB 
V 17 MAR 58 0300 HEISS ISLAND 
V 18 MAR 58 1029 47 53 S 166 24 E P SHIP OB 
20 MAR 58 2145 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 28 MAR 58 0000 67 26 5 165 40 E P sHIP OB 
V 31 MAR 58 2141 67 17 S 173 30 E P SHIP OB 
V 1 APR 58 1841 67 26 S 180 00 W TP SHIP 08 
V 2 APR 58 1445 69 19 S 16455W TP SHIP OB 
V 20 APR 58 1540 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 21 APR 58 1548 66 22 S 128 03 W TP SHIP 08 -
V 23 APR 58 1624 65 41 S 10946 W TP SHIP OB 
V 24 APR 58 1658 64 59 S 109 10 W TP SHIP 08 
V 26 APR 58 1659 60 28 5 109 16 W TP SHIP OB 
V 28 APR 58 1700 55 00 S 109 37 W TP SHIP 08 
V 3o APR 58 1700 49 12 5 109 20 W TP SHIP OB 
V 3 MAY 58 1742 39 52 S 109 17 W TP sHIP 08 
V 5 MAY 58 1845 32 46 S 109 18 W TP sHIP 08 
V 7 MAY 58 1734 27 37 S 109 25 W TP SHIP OB 
V1 MAY 58 0156 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
31 MAY 58 0145 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
__24 JUN 58 0145 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 29 JUN 58 0130 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 10 JUL 58 1553 32 10 S 47 50 W TP SHIP OB 
V 12 JUL 58 1530 24 41 b 39 06 'V T SHIP OB 
V 14 JUL 58 1630 16 13 S 33 02 W TP SHIP OB 
15 JUL 58 2145 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
16 JUL 58 0200 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 18 JUL 58 1630 03 45 N 23 15 W TP SHIP OB 
V 20 JUL 58 1649 14 01 N 25 26 W TP SHIP OB 
V 21 JUL 58 1630 18 45 N 24 39 W P SHIP OB 
V 27 JUL 58 0220 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
V 31 JUL 58 0220 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 12 AUG 58 0310 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 12 AUG 58 0440 _KAPUSTINVAR TPD 
15 AUG 58 0440 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
6 SEP 58 0425 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
20 SEP 58 0535 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
22 SEP 58 0347 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
27 SEP 58 0348 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
_ V_.I DCT 58_ J941-HE5SS ISLAND ... 
3 OCT 58 0332 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
.8OCT 58 0350 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
16 OCT 58 0400 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
17 OCT 58 0405 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
23 OCT 58 1331 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
V 28 0CT 58 2000 HEISS ISLAND 
V 31 OCT 58 0900 HEISS ISLAND 
V 14 NOV 58 0800 HEISS ISLAND 
V 18 NOV 58 0845 HEISS ISLAND 
23 DEC 58 0303 MICHIKAWA TW KAPPA-VI-TW-5 
27 DEC 58 0950 KAPUSTIN YAR TPD 
3 JAN 59 0000 HEISS ISLAND TP 
V 12 MAR 59 1109 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
V 12 MAR 59 1540 KAPUSTiN YAR TPW 
18 MAR 59 0305 MICHIKAWA TW KAPPA-VI-TW-6 
20 MAR 59 0312 MICHIKAWA TW KAPPA-VI-TW-7 
23 APR 59 65 41 S 109 46 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
25 APR 59 60 15 S 109 43 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
27 APR 59 54 49 S 109 40 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
29 APR 59 49 23 S 109 37 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
1 MAY 59 43 57 S 109 34 W BOROVIKOV A. Me 
3 MAY 59 38 31 S 109 31 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
V 5 MAY 59 1200 HEISS ISLAND TP 
5 MAY 59 33 05 S 109 28 W BOROVIKOV A. N.. 
7 MAY 59 27 37 S 109 25 W BOROVIKOV A. N 
12 MAY 59 1139 HOLLOMAN AC AA3.200C 
22 MAY 59 1115 HOLLOMAN AC AA3.201C 
___ 2 MAY 59 0451 WHITE SANDS UAP AA6.161C 
27 MAY 59 1950 WHITE SANDS UAP AA6.162C 
_10 JUL 59 32 S 46 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
12 JUL 59 23 5 42 30 W BOROVIKOV A. M 
------ 14 JUL 59 14 S 39 W BOROVIKOV AA N. 
16 JUL 59 05 S 35 30 w BOROVIKOV A* M. 
_ JUL 59 04 N 32 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
20 JUL 59 13 N 28 30 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
22 JUL 59 22 N 25 W BOROVIKOV A. -Me 
24 JUL 59 31 N 21 30 W BOROVIKOV A. M. 
26 JUL 59 40 N 18 W BOROVIKOV A. NI 
17 AUG 59 0918 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA3,13 
7 SEP 59 1245 HEISS ISLAND TP 
10 SEP 59 0020 HEISS ISLAND TP 
13 SEP 59 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
29 SEP 59 1059 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6,203C 
3-m__SEP 59___ _1Q5 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6*204C 
1 OCT 59 1049 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6.2OC 
2 OCT 59 1100 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6,211C 
3 OCT 59 1103 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6.202C 
S_ _CT 59 0840 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6.209C 
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TABLE I (Continued)
 
9 OCT 59 1117 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6.213C 
12 OCT 59 0900 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6,208C 
12 OCT 59 1112 EGLIN FIELD AC_ AA6.206C 
13 OCT 59 1117 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6.214C 
15 OCT 59_1105 _ EGLIN FIELD AC AA6.207C 
16 OCT 59 1117 EGLIN FIELD AC AA6.215C 
_V 20 OCT 59 1315 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 22 OCT 59 0356 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 22 OCT 590955 KAPUSTIN YAR 
___TPW 
V 22 OCT 59 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
_. 18 NOV 59 2217 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP _NASA3,15 
19 NOV 59 1036 FORT CHURCHILL UAP AA6.163C 
20 NOV 59 1816 FORT CHURCHILL UAP AA6.164C 
V 3 DEC 59 0800 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 3 DEC 59 1004 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 3 DEC 59 1228 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
... ...4 DEC 59 0507 KADUSTIN YAR PW 
V 24 DEC 59 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
JAN6 O2100HEISSj_LAND TP 
18 JAN 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
20 JAN 60 2145 36 20 N 176 24 E TPW 
21 JAN 60 1031 36 43 N 175 55 E PW 
21 JAN 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
24 JAN 60 "0700" 36 41 N 175--44 E TPW 
26 JAN 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
27 JAN 60 2301 30 50 N 179 53 E TP 
28 JAN 60 2100 HEI55 ISLAND TP 
29 JKN 60 0921 29 08N169 13E TPW 
30 JAN 60 1154 26 00 N 169 27 E TPW 
30 JAN 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
31 JAN 60 1104 25 05 N 168 59 E TW 
1 FEB 60 1030 23 03 N 166 57 E TPW 
1 FEB 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TW 
2 FEB 60 1038 20 29 "1 163 21 E TPW 
3 FEB 60 1121 18 05 N 160 07 E TPW 
3 FEb 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
4 FEB 60 1100 16 16 N 157 12 E TPW 
5 FEB 60 1100 14 25 N 155 13 E TPW 
6 FEB 60 1100 13 55 N 154 23 E TPW 
7 FEB 60 1104 11 41 N 151 40 E TPW 
8 FEB 60 1102_09 57 N 149 52 E TPW 
9 FEB 60 1107 10 26 N 149 32 E TPW 
9 FEB 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
10 FEB 60 1200 14 05 N 149 13 E TP 
11 FEB_ 60 1100 _14 29 N 148 58 E TPW .. 
13 FEB 60 0855 19 28 N 148 06 E TP 
27 FEB 60 0648 FORT CHURCHILL UAP AA4.360C 
27 FEB 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
2 MAR 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
9 MAR 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
27 MAR 60 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
17 APR 60 0000 HEIss ISLAND TPW 
26 APR 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
29 APR 6b - 1547 WALLOPS ISLAND AC N--ASA4.09 .-----­
5 MAY 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
16 MAY 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TP 
25 MAY 60 0048 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA3.24 
I0 . .. . . . 
TABLE 1 (Continued)
 
26 MAY 6u 1825 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
27 MAY 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
8 JUN 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
8 JUN 60 0010 KAPUSTIN YAR PW 
0 JUN bU 0420 45 /t6 N 32 21 E TP 
9 JUN 60 1555 45 55 N 32 20 E TP 
10 JUN 60 0400 45 46 4 32 21 E -_PW 
10 JUN 60 2000 45 46 N 32 23 L TPW 
16 JUN 60 0529 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA1O.03 
22 JUN 60 0000 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
22 JUN 60 0115 KAPUSTIN YAR TW 
27 JUN 60 1315 WHITE SANDS UAP NRL-58 
27 JUrq 60 _2010 EGLIN FIELD UAP AA8.242 
28 JUN 60 0610 EGLIN FIELD UAP AA8.243 
29 JUN 60 0004 KAPUSTIN YA TPW 
30 JUN 60 0028 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
30 JUN 60 0137 KAPUSTIN YAR TW 
1 JUL 60 0013 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
12 JUL 60 1100 42 21 N 179 43 E---- TP 
15 JUL 60 1100 42 11 N 179 34 E TPW 
18 JUL 60 1100 41 58 N 179 53 8 E TP 
21 JUL 60 1100 41 54 N 178 52 E PW 
24 JUL 60 1100 42 13 N 179 25 3 E TPW 
27 JUL 60 1100 42 '4 N 179 42 8 E TPW 
28 JUL 6U 0021 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
29 JUL 60 1100 39 41 N 180 60 E TP 
30 JUL 60 1100 35 41 1 N 180 00 E TPW 
31 JUL 60 1100 31 58 6 N 180 00 E TPW 
1 AUG 60 1100 28 16 2 N 180 CO E PW 
2 AUG 60 110O 24 40 N iPO nO E TPW 
3 AUG 60 0008 <APUSTIN YAR TPW 
4 PUG 60 6000 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
5 AUG 60 0000 KAPUSTIN YAR TP4 
5 AUG 60 1100 13 31 3 N 180 Ou E TW 
6 AUG 6u 0000 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
6 AUG 60 1100 09 53 N 180 (0 F TP 
7 AUG b3 O00U KAPUSTIN YAR TPw 
8 AUG 60 0000 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
9 AUG 60 0000 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
AUG 60 1100 01 17 S 179 O F PW 
12 AUG 60 1100 05 16 4 N 179 57 E TPW 
IL AUG 60 1100 12 11 5 N 177 21 F TPW 
15 AUG 60 2300 13 24 N 175 24 E TPW 
19 AUG 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
25 AUG 60 0104 EGLIN FIELD UAP AA8.244 
I SEP 60 0000 HEISS TSL4ND TPW 
12 SEP 60 0000 HEISS iSLAND TPW 
16 SEP 60 0000 mEISS ISLAND TP 
16- SE 6ThDOhKAQSTtLN YAR- I P 
17 SEP 60 0250 MICHIKAWA T 515 K-6(TW-8) 
20 SEPR60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
21 SEP 60 0100 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
29 SEP 60 0246 MICHIKAWA T S18 K-6H(TW-9) 
10 OCT 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
14 OCT 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
14 OCT 60 0000 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
18 OCT 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND PW 
TABLE 1 (Continued)
 
25 OCT 60 0010 KAPUSTIN YAR TW 
26 OCT 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND PW 
29 OCT 69 0000 HEISS ISLAND. . TPW 
29 OCT 60 0014 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
3o CCT 60 0000 HEISS JSjLAND TPW -
30 OCT 60 0343 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
5 NOV 60 00_O0HE.SS ISLAND PW 
8 NOV 60 1405 41 49 N 179 12 E TPW 
10 NOV 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND . .PW 
14 NOV 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND TW 
15 NOV 60 1100 42 00 N 179 30 E TPW 
15 NOV 60 1641 WALLOPS ISLAND AC NASA4.14 
17 NOV 6u 0000 HEISS ISLAND PW 
17 NOV 60 1105 42 00 N 179 30 E TPW 
19 NOV 60 1100 42 00 N 179 30 E TP 
21 NOV 60 1107 42 00 N 179 30 E TPW 
26 NOV 60 _ 1100- 39 00 N 17930 E TPW 
28 NOV 60 1142 39 00 N 179 30 E TPW 
- .29 NOV 60-_QQQj_ KA2PILSLIhLYAR - TP 
30 NOV 60 1148 39 00 N 179 30 E TPW 
2 DEC 60 1100 33 51 N 179 50 E PW 
4 DEC 60 1100 27 07 N 179 50 f PW 
5 DEC 60 1100 23 32 N 179 50 E TPW 
6 DEC 60 1100 1955 -N-79 50-E TP 
8 DEC 60 1100 12 53 N 179 50 E TPW 
9 DEC 60 1055 09 42 N 179 50 E TPW 
9 DEC 60 1130 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA10.12 
10 DEC 60 2230 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA8.05 
13 DEC 60 0100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
13 DEC 60 1330 04 26 S 17950 E TRW 
14 DEC 60 1652 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA1O.06 
15 DEC 60 0119 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
16 DEC 60 1100 12 01 S 179 48 5 E TPW 
.... 20 DEC-60 - -O-66- HEISS ISLAN--D- P .. . . 
21 DEC 60 0000 HEISS ISLAND PW 
- b8-JAN 61 1044 39-16 N-179 51 8" W-- TPW--------­
9 JAN 61 1052 35 48 N 179 40 W TPW 
10 JAN 61 1104 32 21 8 N 179 55 2 W TPW 
.. .11 JAN 61 1056 29 07 2 N 179 59 5 W TPW 
15 JAN 61 1052 14 20 5 N 179 59 5 W TPW 
18 JAN 61 1100 03 35 4 N 179 55 W PW 
20 JAN 61 1103 01 09 8 5 179 55 2 W PW 
23 JAN 61 1100 10 59 6 5 179 44 5 W PW 
24 JAN 61 1103 14 06 S 179 54 3 W TPW 
.25AN-61 1800 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
26 JAN 61 1800 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
---­ 27 JAN_61_ 1800 HEIS.SISLAND TPW 
14 FEB 61 1800 HEISS ISLAND TW 
14 FEB 61 1803 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
15 FEB 61 0827 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
15 FEB 61 0953 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
21 FEB 61 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
24 FEB_61 0019 EGLIN FIELD UAP AA6.170 
28 FEB 61 1200 HEISS ISLAND TP 
19 APR 61 0936 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA3.05 
20 APR 61 2312 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA3.06 
21 APR 61 0939 WALLOPS ISLAND ..... UAP _NASA3.08 
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24 APR 61 0253 WOOMERA .... DS_ HAT-201
 
27 APR 61 2300 08 06 S 179 53 L TP
 
29 APR 61 1100 02 45 S 179 59 2 E TP
 
3 MAY 61 2305 13 16 9 N 17Q 58 E TPW
 
8 MAY 61 1102 28 01 N [79 49 E TPW
 
9 MAY tl 1153 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASAlO.29
 
12 MAY 61Qf80__ _42_00_N 17-9-A8 E --- _TE__ 
10 JUN 61 1314 43 19 5 N 178 47 7 E TPW 
10 JUN 61 2255 43 11 N 179 48 7 E TPW 
11 JUN 61 1050 41 26 2 N 180 00 E TPW 
12 JUN 61 1110 38 01 N 179 52 5 E TPW 
13 JUN 61 1100 34 47 N 179 59 E TP 
14 JUN 61 1050 31 59 N 179 59 6_E TPW 
16 JUN 61 1100 23 46 N 179 50 3 E PW 
16 JUN 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND _ TW 
18 JUN 61 0455 MICHIKAWA D 521 E-4(ROCKOGN) 
18 JJN 61 1100 15 56 9 N 180 00 E TPW 
18 JUN 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
19 JUN 61 1100 12 35 2 N 180 00 E _ TPW . 
2o JUN 61 1050 09 16 N 179 56 E TPv 
21 JUN 61 1100 05 44 3 N 179 58 6 E PW 
22 JUN 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TW 
24 JUN 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
26 JUN 61 2230 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
15 JUL 61 2100 HEISS ISLND TPW 
16 JUL 61 2100- HEISS I-SL-AD --TPw ........ 
17 JUL 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
18 JUL 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
19 JUL 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TDW4 
20 JUL 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TDW 
21 JUL.61 0242 N4MICHIK\WA _T c 22 K-8(ID-6TW-1_). 
21 JUL 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
22 JUL 61 2100 HEISS ISLAND PW 
13 SEP 61 0932 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA8.06CA 
13 SEP 61 2353 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA8.22CA 
16 SEP 61 2339 WALLOPS ISLAND UAP NASA3.18CA 
17 SEP 61 1003 WALLOPS ISLAND _ UAP _NASA3.19CA 
18 NOV 61 0630 WALLOPS ISLAND AC NASA1O.72NA 
5 DEC 61 1803 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
8 DEC 61 1800 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
9 DEC_61 0605 HAMMAGUIR _WT CENTAURE-C07 
11 DEC 61 1900 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
13 DEC__61 __18D9_0 HISS I LATPW ...
 
14 DEC 61 1029 WOOMERA S HAD-103
 
1 MAR 62 2323 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA1O.100CA
 
2 MAR 62 1047 WALLOPS ISLAND NASAIO.7OGT
 
2 MAR_ 62 2105 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA1O.1O1CA
 
23 MAR 62 2344 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA1O.IO2CA
 
27MA 62 2348 WALLOPS SLAtND NASA1O.1O3CA 
17 APR 62 0943 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA3.2OCA 
31 MAY 62 9301 WOO E -_-.. . ........ . LONG TOM 14_ ...... 
7 JUN 62 0056 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA3.21CA
 
8 JUN 62 0053 --WALLOPS ISLAND . . NASA1O.44GA
 
26 JUN 62 0838 WOOMERA S HAD-108
 
7 AUG 62 22fl2WU(R0NARD_ _ _K622 
8 PUG 62 1655 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA4.6OGT 
27 AUG 62 _0908 WOOMERA S _HAD-107 
13 
TABLE I (Continued)
 
__24 OCT 62 0946 WOOMERA S HAD-ill 
7 NOV 62 1053 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14.16CA 
__ _ V 20 NOV 62 2141A WALLOPS ISLAND BRACE L. H._ 
V 20 NOV 62 2141B WALLOP! ISLAND BRACE L. H. 
27 NOV 62 1017 WOOMERA - __S HAD-112 _­
30 NOV 62 
3 DEC 62 1115 2320 
WALLOPS ISLAND 
EGIIN FIELD 
NASA14.17CA 
NA5A14.46AA 
4 DEC 62 0706 FORT CHURCHILL NASA10.67GA 
4 DEC 62 1028 WOOMERA S HAD-113 
5 DEC 62 2216 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14.18CA 
30 JAN 63 1032 WOOMERA S HAD-i15 
31 JAN 63 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
3 FEB 63 2100 HEISS ISLAND PW 
12 FEB 63 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
20 FEB 63 2318 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14.35CA 
21 FEB 63 2316 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14.39CA 
10 MAR 63 2100 HEISS ISLAND TW 
12 MAR 63 0950 WOOMERA S HAD-116 
_14_R63_2345* REEARCH SHI PS T
 
15 MAR 63 1725* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
18 MAR 63 2350* RESEARCH SHIPS . . TPW
 
21 MAR 63 0930 WOOMERA S HAD-lie
 
21 MAR 63 1751* KAPUSTIN YAR TP
 
21 MAR 63 2150*-KAPUSTIN YAR TP
 
23 MAR 63 2305* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
26 MAR 63 0620* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
26 MAR 63 0730* KAPUSTIN YAR TP
 
26 	MAR 63 0950* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
26 MAR 63 1150* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
26 MAR 632258* RESEARCH SHIPS TP 
28 MAR 63 0754 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14o08UA 
29 MAR 63 0752* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
29 MAR 63 1019* KAPUSTIN YAR ___ TPW 
1 APR 63 2257* RESEARCH SHIPS TW
 
2 APR 63 2258* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
3 APR 63 2357* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
4 APR 63 0640* KARUSTIN YAR TW
 
4 APR 63 1625* KAPUSTIN YAR TW
 
4 APR 63 1735* KAPUSTIN YAR TRW
 
4 APR 63 2253* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
- __5_APR_63 2302* RESEARCH SHI1PS TPW 
6 APR 63 2356* RESEARCH SHIPS TP 
12 APR 63 2305* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW 
12 APR 63 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
. .14. APR 63 2300* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW 
16 APR 63 2300* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
V..... 2100A WALLOPS ISLAND H.
18_APR 63 	 BRACE L. 

V 	 18 APR 63 2100B WALLOPS ISLAND BRACE L. H.
 
18 APR 63 2300* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
20 APR 63 2303* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
22 APR 63 2300* RESEARCH SHIPS TPW
 
22 MAY 63 0410 FORT CHURCHILL NASA14.13CA
 
22 MAY 63 0751 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14.14CA
 
23 MAY 63 0413 WALLOPS ISLAND . . NASA14.1SCA
 
24 MAY 63 0045 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14.40CA
 
25 MAY 63 0047 WALLOPS ISLAND NASA14.42CA
 
.... .31_MAY 63 1604* KAPUSTIN YAR 	 TP
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TABLE I (Continued)
 
31 MAy 63 1822* KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
31 VAY 63 1940* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
31 MAY 63 2110* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
4 JUN 63 1543* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
4 JUN 63 1718* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
4 JUN 63 1840* KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
12 JUN 63 _0925*.KAPUSTIN.YAR P 
12 JUN 63 1034* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
13 JUN 63 1205* KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
18 JUN 63 1420* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
19 JUN 63 0835* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
19 JUN 63 1000* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
20 _JUN 63 1715* KAPUSTIN YAR T P.--------------­
20 JUN 63 1817* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
20 JUN 63 1915* KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
20 JUN 63 2028* KAPUSTTN YAR TPW 
20 JUN 63 2137* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 20 JUL 63 2154A WALLOFS ISLAND BRACE L. H. 
V 20 JUL 63 21548 WALLOPS ISLAND BRACE L.H. 
27 JUL 63 0010 KRONOGARD K63-1 
29 JUL 63 2328 KRONOGARD K63-2 
1 AUG 63 2327 KRONOGARD K63-3 
7 AUG 63 2229 KRONOGARD K63-4 
10 SEP 63 0525* KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
10 SEP 63 0640* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
10 SEP 63 08 50T-KAPUSTIN YAR- TPW 
10 SEP 63 0935* KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
12 SEP 63 0415* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
12 SEP 63 0512* KAPUSTIN YAP TP 
12 SEP 63 0610i KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
12 SEP 63 0713* KAPUSTIN YA. TPW .. 
12 SEP 63 0900* KAPUSTIN YAP TP 
12 SEP 63 1055* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
12 SEP 63 1150* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
16 SEP 63 2107* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
16 SEP 63 2232* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
16 SEP 63 2340* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW. 
17 SEP 63 0050* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
17 SEP 63 0200* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
17 SEP 63 0240* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
17 SEP 63 0530* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW . 
17 SEP 63 1820* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
26 NOV_63 1 a__ WALLOPS IJLAIIU -14NSAi41OA 
16 DEC 63 1132* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
16 DEC 63 1324* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
16 DEC 63 1923* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
18 DEC 63 1959* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
19 DEC 63 0920* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
.19 DEC 63 1020* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
19 DEC 63 1439* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
19 DEC 63 _1610* UTINYR TPW 
20 DEC 63 1720* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
20 DEC 63 1925* KAPUSTIN YAR .-. . TPW 
21 DEC 63 0907* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
.23 RC_6h3 9kji.ijt4 APAI JNYA_ T PW 
23 DEC 63 1721* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
24 DEC 63 1717* KAPUSTIN -AR - ZE ___ 
15 
TABLE 1 (continued) 
24 DEC 63 2131* KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
13 JAN 64 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
17 JAN 64 2200 HEISS ISLAND TP 
V 29 JAN 64 0309A WALLOPS ISLAND BRACE L. H. 
V 29 JAN 64 0309B WALLOPS ISLAND BRACE L. H. 
5 FEB 64 0440 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S-
S--_2 FEB 1_6__-I--_WO M_ S J l 12.  . ... . .. -
19 MAR 64 1400 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
24 MAR 64 1736 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
8 APR 64 2008 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
13 APR 64 2008 HEISS ISLAND TP 
V 14 APR 64 0906 WOOMERA S HAD 129 
V 17 APR 64 2315 WALLOPS ISLAND S HANSEN W. H. 
18 APR 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
19 APR 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND _TP 
20 APR 64 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
20 APR_64_ 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP 
22 APR 64 2200 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
......R4 .230 HEISS iStAND TPW 
24 APR 64 2100 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
26 APR 64 2008 HEISS ISLAND ..... TPW 
27 APR 64 1732 KAPUSTIN YAR PW 
27 APR 64 2008 HEISS ISLAND -TPW 
29 APR 64 1733 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
29 APR 64 2008 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
4 MAY 64 1729 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
6 MAY 64 1908 KAPUSTIN YAR PW 
12 MAY 64 1706 KAPUST TN YAR TPW 
V 14 MAY 64 0837 WOOMERA D HAD 126 
14 MAY 64 1736 KAPUSTIN YAR T 
19 MAY 64 1702 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
20 MAY 64 1700 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
21 MAY 64 1700 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
21 MAY 64 1805 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
7 JUN 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
8 JUN 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
10 JUN 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
V 11 JUN 64 0831 WOOMERA D HAD 128 
12 JUN 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND A -
16 JUN 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
17 JUN-64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
18 JUN 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
18 JUL 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
9 JUL 64 0839 WOOMERA D HAD 141 
l1 JUL 64 2100 HEISSISLADND DTP 
12 JUL 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND T.P.W 
13 JUL 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND ___ ---TPW 
14 JUL 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
17 JUL 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
24 JUL 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
28 JUL 64 2114 FORT CHURCHILL I CARIGNAN G. R. 
7 AUG 64 0015 KRONOGARD G sMITH W. S. 
14 AUG 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND __ TPW 
16 AUG 64 0113 KRONOGARD G SMITH W. So 
16 AUG 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
17 AUG 64 0049 KRONOGARD G SMITH W. S. 
18 AUG.64 1600 KAPUSTIN YAR TP 
16 
TABLE I (Continued)
 
V 	 20 AUG 64 0902 WOOMER\ D HAD 135
 
20 AUG 64 1711 KAPUSTfN YAR TPW
 
22 AUG 64 2000 HEISs ISLAND TP
 
24 AUG 64 2100 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
26 AUG 64 1809 KAPUSTIN YAR TP
 
26 AUG 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
31 AU-0 1_Ij. 5APJSTIRLYAR -. .- -.
64 _ ­
9 SEP 64 1705 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
12 SEP 64 20oo. HEIss ISLAND _- tP
 
V 	 17 SEP 64 0917 WOOMERA D HAD 144
 
24 SEP 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND ... _ TPW
 
12 OCT 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
14 QCT 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
V 	 15 OCT 64 0936 WOOMERA S HAD 146
 
16 OCT 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
19 OCT 64 2100 HEISS ISLAND P
 
V 	 21 OCT 64 2112 CARNARVON S HAD 148
 
21 OCT 64 2140 HEISS ISLAND P
 
V 	 22 OCT 64 1103 _CARNARVON S HAD 140
 
26 OCT 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND P
 
28 OCT 64 2200 HEISS ISLAND T
 
29 OCT 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
1 NOV 64 0615 BARKING SANDS S SMITH L. B.
 
3 NOV 64 1738 WALLOPS ISLAND G THEON J. S.
 
10 NOV 64 2326 EGLIN SMIDDY M.
 
ii bV 64 0119 EGLIN SMIDDY M.
 
V 	 11 NOV 64 0959 WOOMERA S HAD 145
 
12 NOV 64 0305 KAGOSHIMA G TAKAYA T,
 
12 NOV 64 1000 WOOMERA D HAD 157
 
15 NOV 64 2000 HEISS ISLAND TP
 
16 NOV 64 1818 WALLOPS ISLAND CARIGNAN G. R.
 
18 NOV 64 2000 HEI5s ISLAND TP
 
7 JAN 65 0350 WALLOPS ISLAND S POTTER A. E,
 
11 JAN 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
V 12 JAN 65 1458 KWAJALEIN D sALAH J. E.
 
13 JAN 65 1300 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
15 JAN 65 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
18 JAN 65 1200 HEIss ISLAND TPW
 
20 JAN 65 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
20 JAN 65 1646 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
22 JAN 65 1230 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
22 JAN 65 1742 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
22 JAN -65- I84Z_.KAUMSIZN _YAR ILP
 
V 	 27 JAN 65 2132 POINT BARROW G THEON J. S.
 
V 27 JAN 65 2223 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W- S-

V 27 JAN 65 2224 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S.
 
v 4 FEB_65-_O445 -POINT BARROW . ... - JHEON_J.__S- -

V 4 FEB 65 0510 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S.
 
Vi __4FEB63---L7W3_35 FOIRCHUC L G SMITH Wo S.
 
V 8 FEB 65 2215 POINT BARROW G THEON J. S.
 
_- __8_FE 5-22_-ALL0PS ISLAND G SMITH We S.
 
V 8 FEB 65 2300 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S.
 
10 FEB 65 1200 HEISS ISLAND ... . TaW------------ ..
 
16 FEB 65 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
-.18_EE8. 5 J2OOJ~tLS&1S 
____I____N-TPW 
19 FEB 65 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
V 20 FEB 65 2210 -37 48 N 75 ?Q W __-- T FINGER, F. G. 
17
 
- _ -TABLE 1 (Continued). . 
_ 28_FEB 65 0915 EGLIN S ULWICK J.
 
7 MAR 65 1965 03 55 N 82 46 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
8 MAR 65 - 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
8 MAR 65 1517 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
V 8 MAR 65 1748 OQ 01 N 84 08 W -I HORVATH J. 9.
 
10 MAR 65 0745 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
_ JO_ MA_ j__j2D5H E.15515LN D TPW
 
10 MAR 65 1515 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
10 MAR 65 1715 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
V 10 MAR 65 2130 07 22 S 83 25 W T FINGER, F. G.
 
V 11 MAR 65 0207 KAGOSHIMA ... P ARIZUMI N.
 
V 11 MAR 65 0707 KAGOSHIMA p ARIZUMI N.
 
11 MAR 65 0935 9 27 5 82 26 W I $CHAEFER E. J.
 
11 MAR 65 2007 9 32 S 84 14 W I SCHAEFER E. J.
 
12 MAR 65 1700 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
15 MAR 65 0745 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
15 MAR 65 1205
-
HEISS ISLAND _ TPW
 
16 MAR 65 1944 12 55 S 78 00 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
17 	MAR 65 100 HE 5j__ISLAND TPW
 
17 MAR 65 1400 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
17 MAR 65 2113 FORT CHURCHILL.. I GRENDA__R. N.
 
18 MAR 65 1205 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
18 MAR 65 1230 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
V 	 18 MAR 65 1952 12 49 S 77 58 W TW FTNGERF.G
 
19 MAR 65 1205 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
19 MAR 65 1441 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW
 
V 19 MAR 65 1809 WALLOPS ISLAND CARIGNAN G. R.
 
V 20 MAR 65 -0542 WALLO--PS ISLAND CARIGNAN G. R.
 
V 21 MAR 65 1514 12 57 S 78 03 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
V 24 MAR 65 1913 11 34 S 78 23 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
V 27 MAR 65 1924 14 10 S 77 59 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
V 2 APR 65 1550 12 19 5 78 11 W TW FINGER, F. G°
 
V 3 APR 65 0018 14 34 5 77 47 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
V- 4--APR65 "1606 2405 5-- 76 0--8 W I H--ORVATH U. -.
 
v 5 APR 65 2119 30 52 5 75 00 W T FINGER, F. G.
 
V 6 APR 65 1634 35 14 5 74 15 W I HORVATH U. J.
 
9 APR 65 2026 44 23 5 77 47 W I HORVATH J. J. 
V 10 APR 65 1604 47 02 S 77 45 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
V 11 APR 65 0011 48 35 S 77 42 W T FINGER, F. G.
 
V 11 APR 65 1533 52 11 S 77 49 W TW FINGER, F. G
 
V 13 APR 65 0405 60 o s _78 O0 W I __HORVATH-J_._.
 
V 13 APR 65 1600 60 00 5 78 00 W I HORVATH J. J. 
V 13 APR 65 1956 59 52 S 77 58 W TW FINGER, F. G. 
V 14 APR 65 0038 59 46 S 77 50 W TW FINGER, F. G. 
..14 APR 65_ 1215 __ HEIS ISLAND TPW 
V 15 APR 65 1045 WHITE SANDS p NIER A. 0. C. 
V 1 -AEPZh65 1600 52 _78_20 _W I HORVATHU. J. 
V 	 15 APR 65 1842 52 28 5 78 09 W TW FINGER, F. G.
 
17 APR65 044 41 48 N 131 46 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAG
 
18 APR 65 1416 41 46 N 132 03 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAG
 
20 APR 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
22 APR 65 1210 HEISS TSLAND TPW
 
28 APR 65 1303 39 55 N 149 59 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAG
 
V 29 APR 65 1109 WOOMERA G SL-363
 
y 29 APR 65 1225 WOOMERA G SL-364
 
V 29 APR 65 1356 WOOMERA G sL-461
 
------ V 29 APR 65 1606 WOOMERA 	 G SL-462
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TABLE I (Continued)
 
_V 	_ 29 APR 65 1706 WOOMERA G _L-463 
29 APR 65 1732 SONMIANI G NASA1O.941A
 
30 APR 65 1030 40 07 N 161 04 E _ .TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
30 APR 65 1200 31 00 N 150 07 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
30 APR 65 1417 40 03 N 156 02 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
1 MAY 65 1124 40 00 N 166 30 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGF)

1 _MAY 65 1159 26_28 N2 I50O E TPW SHIP5LOYLSKHA&8HVOYAGEL
 
2 MAY 65 1209 21 59 N 149 56 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
3 MAY 65 1221 1720 N 150 00 E JPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
4 MAY 65 1211 39 51 N 178 04 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
4 MAY.65 1507 12 14 N 149 57 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
5 MAY 65 0941 37 52 N 179 51 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
5 MAY 65 1305 08 16 N 149 35 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGF)
 
6 MAY 65 0858 28 57 N 180 00 E TPW SHIP VOYETKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
6 MAY 65 1159 04 09 N 150 00 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
7 MAY 65 0957 24 19 N 180 00 E TPW sHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
7 MAY 65 1222 00 00 S 150 09 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
8 MAY 65 1351 19 07 N 180 00 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
S MAY 65 1200 00 015 15430 E T_.S±IP SHOKALK (STJ VOYAGF
 
9 MAY 65 0859 16 24 N 179 29 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
9 MAY 65 12Q0 00 09 S 157 39 E .... TPW_ sHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
V 10 MAY 65 0730 CARNARVON S HAD 165
 
10 MAY 65 0943 13 25 N 180 00 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
V 10 MAY 65 1020 CARNARVON . .S HAD 164
 
10 MAY 65 1242 00 00 5 162 10 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8THVOYAGE)
 
Yo MAY 65 1320 CARNARVON S HAD 162
 
V 10 MAY 65 1620 CARNARVON S HAD 158
 
V 10 MAY 65 1920 CARNARVON S HAD-170
 
10 MAY 65 2040 WOOMERA -S_ SL-361_.
 
V 11 MAY 65 0045 CARNARVON S HAD 154
 
V 11 MAY 65 0310 CARNARVON S HAD 155
 
V 	 11 MAY 65 0839 WOOMERA S HAD 160
 
11 MAY 65 0959 10 10 N 180_00 E TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
11 MAY 65 11CC 00 00 S 166 36 E TRW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGe)
 
12 MAY 65 0905 05 57 N 180 00 E TPW SHIP VOYLIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
12 MAY 65 1132 00 00 S 171 13 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGc)
 
12 MAY 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
13 MAY 65- 1000 00 02 S 175 11 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
14 MAY 65 0859 00 44 S 180 00 E .. TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
15 MAY 65 0913 05 02 S 180 00 E TPW SHIP voYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE)
 
15 MAY 65 1041 - - 179 59 E TPW -SHIP SHOKALSKY_!8TH VGYAGF)
 
16 MAY 65 1000 06 44 S 179 52 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE)
 
13-MAY 65 1Q0O11_ 2m0-5-92.1E TPW sH I SHOKLOS-KY5 A_8VOYAGE)__
 
18 MAY 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
19 MAY 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND- TPW
 
20 MAY 65 1205 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
V_ 23_MAY 65 0202 ASCENSION ISL I HORVATH J J.
 
V 23 MAY 65 1400 ASCENSION ISL I HORVATH J. J.
 
V 25 MAY 65 0735 CAPE KENNEDY TPD HANDY P.. ____ 
26 MAY 65 1058 19 50 S 164 41 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYixGE) 
27 MAY 65 10O53 17 59 S 172 31 E TPW SHIP SHOKAL5KY (8TH VOYAGE)-­
28 MAY 65 1042 18 06 5 167 50 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE) 
28 MAY 65 19 -162- 47 W-..... JPiQXPIX0_U2203 30..5 L __2TH VOYAGE) 
29 MAY 65 1058 17 37 5 163 45 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYAGE) 
-- 9 AAY6- 2 2 0 6--9158 . W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV -12_TH-V(QL-­
30 MAY 65 2201 18 48 S 158 41 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE) 
30 MAY 65 - 2309 18 48 S 158 41-w._ -TPW SHiIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYAGE) 
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TABLE i (Continued) 
__2 JUN 65 1445 19 13 5 153 05 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
3 JUN 65 1100 18 02 S 164 37 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
V 3 JUN 65 1104 KWAJALEIN D SALAH J. E. 
3 JUN 65 1232 15 04 S 150 09 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
4 JUN 65 1206 11 12 S 150 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
5 JUN 65 1102 10 54 S 164 56 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
-5 _JUN__6_5_113.55Q 6- 5_7_S -150 W TPW sHPI-vQYEIKOVil _ VQY A 
6 JUN 65 1100 06 27 S 165 00 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOA 
6 JUN 65 1200 02 59 S 150 W - TPW SHIPVOYEIKOV.(12TH VOYA 
7 JUN 65 1130 02 58 5 165 00 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
7 JUN 65 1158 00 55 N 150 __W . .TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOA 
8 JUN 65 0831 WOOMERA S HAD 172 
8 JUN 65 1235 05 03 N 150 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
V 9 JUN 65 0832 WOOMERA S HAD 171 
.. ----.9 JUN65 1102 0537 N 165 00 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
9 JUN 65 1216 08 55 N 150 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
10 JUN 65 1100 08 55 N 165 00 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
10 JUN 65 1201 13 O0 N 150 - TPW -IP 'VOYEIkOv (12TH VOYA 
V 10 JUN 65 1328 -KWAJALEIN 0 SALAH J. E. 
11 JUN 65 1100 13 18 N 165 00 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
11 JUN 65 1200 16 40 N 150 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
12 JUN 65 1525 21 29 N 150 W TRW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
13 JUN 65 
13 JUN 65 
1205 
1221 
25 
21 
01 N 
12 N 
150 W 
f 5 04 E 
TPW 
TPW 
SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
sHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH SOYA 
14 JUN 65 1100 25 09 N 165 01 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
14 JUN 65 1205 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
14 JUN 65 1205 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
...14 JUN 65 1217--2859 -N 150W TW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12THQOYA 
15 JUN 65 1127 33 00 N 150 02 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
15 JUN 65 1151 29 36 N 165 O0 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOYA 
15 JUN 65 1225 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
15 JUN 65 1505 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
16 JUN 65 1153 33 04 N 165 01 E TPW SHIP SHOKALSKY (8TH VOyA 
16 JUN 65 1200--H-E I ISLAND TPW 
....... 18 JUN 65 1210 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
18 JUN 65 1705 KAPUSTIN VAR TPW 
19 JUN 65 1251 35 49 1 170 00 W TPW SHIP VOYEIKOV (12TH VOYA 
21 JUN 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
21 JUN 65 1500 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
23 JUN 65 1210 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
23 JUN 65 1210 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
25 JUN 65 1153 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 1 JUL 65 1021 KWAJALEIN D SALAH J. E. 
6 JUL 65 0930 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 7 JUL 65 0837 WOOMERA S HAD 174 
V 8 JUL 65 0226 KAGOSHIMA P ARIZUMI N. 
...._9 JUL 65 0815 _KAPUSTIN VAR TPW 
13 JUL 65 0815 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
21 JUL 65 0802 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 21 JUL 65 1033 EGLIN S FAUCHER G 
22 JUL 65 0817 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
22 JUL 65 1315 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
23 JUL 65 0816 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 23 JUL 65 1705 WALLOPS ISLAND GS SMITH W. S. 
26 JUL 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
27 JUL 65 0817 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
28 JUL 65 1215 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
 
V - 3 _AUG 65 0852 WOOMERA S HAD 177 
V 7 AUG 65 1113 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S-
V 7 AUG 65 1200 FORT CHURCHILL . G SMITH W. 5-
V 7 AUG 65 1830A WALLOPS ISLAND S PETERSON J. W. 
V 7 AUG 65 183QBWALLOPS -ISLAND -S PETERSON J. W. 
V 
V__ 
7 AUG 65 193q POINT BARROW 
_ALL6t1LCRJZCHIRCHTI L 
GG SMITH W. MIW S­ . 
IV 7 AUG 65 2006 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S-
V 8 AUG 65 0340 -- ALLOPS -I&LANP-.... SMITH W. S... 
V 8 AUG 65 0400 FORT CiURCHILL G SMITH W. S. 
__'V 8 AUG 65 0415 POINT BARROW .G .. SMITH W. S . 
V 8 AUG 65 084OA WALLOPS ISLAND S PETERSON J. W. 
V 8 AUG 65 0840B WALLOPS ISLAND S PETERSON J. w. 
V 8 AUG 65 1003 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S-
V 8 AUG 65 1015 _WALLOPS ISLAND GC SMITH W. S. 
V 9 AUG 65 1010 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S­
9 AUG 65 1112 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. 
12 AUG 65 0816 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
13 AUG 65 1215 HEISS_ISLAND .. TPW 
17 AUG 65 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
17 AUG 65 2355 LAPAN SPACE CENTER G sUBAGJO H. 
18 AUG 65 1215 HEISS ISLA-ND TPW 
V 26 AUG 65 1147 KWAJALEIN D SALAH J. E. 
8 SEP 65 0817 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
15 SEP 65 0817 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
19 SEP 65 1235 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
20 SEP 65 0327 KAPUSTIN YAR 
20 SEP 65 1246 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
22 SEP 65 1013 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
22 SEP 65 1225 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
23 SEP 65 0916 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
...24 SEP 65 1205 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
V 29 SEP 65 0700 KAGOSHIMA P ARIZUMI N. 
V 29 SEP 65 0200 KAGOSHIMA .-.- P- ARIZOMf N. -
30 SEP 65 0420 SARDINIA S UROvEs G. V. 
1 OCT 65 0357 KAPUSTIN YAR 
31OCT 65 0422 SARDINIA S GROVES G. V. 
6 OCT 65 1116 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
V 13 OCT 65 1601 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S-
V 13 OCT 65 1612 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. 
V 13 JJCT 65 1651 WALLOPS__ISLAND..__- CS sMITH W._S± 
19 OCT 65 1211 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
V 19O.QCT_-b5 -3 PQI___PO_ABLOAW - -T__T G A&T_1$_1W5__ 
V 19 OCT 65 1730 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. So 
V 19 OCT 65 2310 WALLOPS ISLAND _G SMITH W. S. 
20 OCT 65 1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
V23 QCT 65 1538POINT -BARROW G SMITH W- S. 
V 23 OCT 65 1614 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S. 
V 23 OCT 65 1638 FORT C'IURCHILL G SMITH W. S. 
27 OCT 65 1206 HEISS ISLAND TPW 
_v..2T.LOCT i6 3 4 2 POINT BARROW G _ SMITH W. S. 
V 27 OCT 65 2349 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. 
V 28 0CT 65 0010 WALLOPS-SLLNS -. ----- G_ SMI I HW . .. . 
28 OCT 65 1107 KAPUSTIN YAR TPW 
- _ l _6t KAPAO86tPAR- - TPW 
2 NOV 65 2000 EGLIN S FAIRE A. C. 
2 NOV 65 2250 SOU3H UISL E FRITH! - . 
21 
TABLE 1 (Continued)­
3 NOV 65 0917 EGLIN S FAIRE A. C.
 
V 9 NOV 65 1840A FORT CHURCHILL I CARIGNAN G. R.
 
.	 V 9 NOV 65 18408 FORT CHURCHILL _ I CARIGNAN G. R.
 
V 9 NOV 65 2000A FORT CHURCHILL I CARIGNAN G. R.
 
V 9 NOV 65 20008 FORT CHURCHILL I CARIGNAN G. R._
 
16 	NOV 65 1203 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
.. 17 NOV 65 12-00 ES-S5LAND TPW
 
18 NOV 65 1344 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
24 NOV 65 1202 HEISS ISLAND .TPW
 
V 29 NOV 65 1457 KWAJALEIN 	 D SALAH J. E.
 
9 DEC 65 2133 FORT CHURCHILL S FAIREA.
 
10 DEC 65 0600 FORT CHURCHILL S FAIRE A.
 
11 DEC 65 0552 FORT CHURCHILL S FAIRE A.
 
11 DEC 65 1955 FORT CHURCHILL S FAIRE A.
 
13 DEC 65 1235 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
15 DEC 65 1210 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
17 DEC 65 _1200 HEISS ISLAND TPW
 
18 JAN 66 1110 KAGOSHIMA P ARIZUMI N. 
____V__ I9 JAN 66 0200 KAGQSHMA P ARI7UMI N. 
V 19 JAN 66 1030 KAGOSHIMA P ARIZUMI N. 
23 _JAN 66 - 0742 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH We S. 
V 24 JAN 66 0542 FORT C URCHILL S SMITH W, S.
 
V 25 JAN 66 U152A WALLOPb ISLAND S PETERSON J. We
 
V 25 JAN 66 01528 WALLOPS ISLAND S PETERSON J. W.
 
26 JAN 66 1745 BARKING SANDS S SMITH L. B.
 
26 JAN 66 2350 BARKING SANDS S SMITH L. B.
 
V 1 FEB 66 2012 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S-

V 1 FEB 66 2046 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S.
 
V 2 FEB 66 0202 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S.
 
V 3 FEB 66 1831A WALLOPS ISLAND S PETERSON J. W.
 
V 3 FEB 66 18318 WALLOPS ISLAND S PETERSON J. W. 
V 4 FEB 66 0154A WALLOPS ISLAND S PETERSON J. W. 
V..... FEB 66_ 0154B ISLAND S PETERSON J. W­v__4 	 WALLOPS 
8 FEB 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R.
 
8 FEB 66 0300 BARKING SANDS S SMITH L. B. 
V 10 FEB 66 - 0709- FORT CHURCHILL . - SMItH W. ----
V 10 FEB 66 0748 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH We S. 
V 10 FEB 66 0800 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S.
 
V 10 FEB 66 1800 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S-

V 10 FEB 66 1841 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W- S.
 
V _10 FEB 66 2000 _WEST_GEIRINISH P ....FRITH R
 
10 FEB 66 2030 POINT BARROW G SMITH We S. 
V 1fD_%E 6 2130 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. 
12 FEB 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R.
 
.... 14 _FEB 66_2000 WESTGEIRINISH P ... FRITH R_.
 
18 FEB 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R.
 
.21 FEB 66 2200 WEST_GEIRINISH P FRITH R.
 
23 FEB 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R.
 
26 FEB 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R.
 
V 27 FEB 66 1652 ASCENSION ISL E HORVATH J. J.
 
28__FEB 66 _2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R. 
2 MAR 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R. 
4 MAR 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH ...-.P FRITH R._ 
7 MAR 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R. 
9 MAR 66 2000 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R, 
24 MAR 66 1531 SONMIANI G GROVES C. V. 
V 27 MAR 66 1712 - SONMIANI G- GROVESG. _v, _.­
22 
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___PR_ 66 ___5_OLALLPS ISLAND T EXAM EL_
 
18 APR 66 2153 WEST GEIRINISH P FRITH R. 
V 
21 APP 66 
30 APR 66 
2203__WET_ GEIRINISH 
0220 KAG05HIMA 
P 
P 
_ FRITH RN 
ARIZUMI No 
* 30 APR 66 1040 KAGOSHIMA __P_ __ ARIZUMI N. 
v 1 MAY 66 2210 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. 
___v .2 MAY 0L A_6 G SMIt_,S____ 
-V 2 MAY 66 0119 NATAL G DEMENDONCA F. 
V 2 MAY 66 0153 W LLOPS ISLAND . . T. .EXAMETNET 
V 2 MAY 66 0155 NATAL P DEMENDONCA F. 
_,V 2 MAY 66 0200 KAGOSHIMA P ARIZUMI No. 
V 2 MAY 66 0232 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S° 
V 3 MAY 66 2201 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S, 
V 4 MAY 66 0008 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S° 
V 4 MAY 66 0037 WALLOPS _ISLAND G SMITH W. So 
V 4 MAY 66 0120 NATAL G DEMENDONCA F. 
V 18 MAY 66 1550 NATAL P DEMENDONCA F. 
V 18 MAY 66 2022-CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
V 
V 
1 JUN 66 
1 JUN 66 
1607 _ WALLOPS ISLAND 
1631 NATAL 
T 
P 
EXAMETNET 
DEMENDONCA F. 
3 JUN 66 0848 ABERPORTH P FRITH Re 
8 JUN 66 1515 BARKING SANDS S SMITH L. B-" 
12 JUN 66 0918 BARKING SANDS S SMITH L. B. 
V 15 JUN 66 1532 NATAL T EXAMETNET 
16 JUN 66 0625 BARKING SANDS S SMITH L. B. 
V 17 JUN 66 0313 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. 
V 17 JUN 66 0318 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. 
V 23 JUN 66 -0635 FORT CHURCHILL " G- SMITH W. S. 
V 23 JUN 66 0752 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. 
V 29 JUN 66 1436 WALLOPS ISLAND T EXAMETNET 
V 29 JUN 66 1619 NATAL T EXAMETNET 
13 JUL 66 2244 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
14 JUL 66 0118 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
14 JUL 66 1517 CHAMIC L -P LICHTENSTEI-N E 
1 AUG 66 2200 WHITE sANDS S AFCRL 
1 AUG 66 1900 WHITE SANDS S AFCRL 
6 AUG 66 0800 WHITE SANDS S AFCRL 
6 AUG 66 1100 WHITE SANDS S AFCRL 
V 7 AUG 66 0700 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. So 
V 7 AUG 66 0705 NATAL G DEMENDONCA F. 
V 7 AUG (-£6 004 FORT :UgCHILL G-- SMITH W._S. 
V 7 AUG 66 0949 FORT CHURCHILL G HORVATH J. 
V - 7 AUQ_ 6-1-735 _FDR-TCB]IURC_alLL G ,MITHW. S. 
V 7 AUG 66 2046 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S, 
v 7 AUG 66 2326 NATAL G DEMENDQNCA F. _.. 
V 14 AUG 66 2035 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. 
_V I5_AUG _6 8__ POINT BARROW G SMITH W. So 
17 AUG 66 1630 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
* 26 AUG 66 1831 WALLOPS ISLAND I CARIGNAN G. R. 
V 26 AUG 66 1851 WALLOPS ISLAND I CARIGNAN Go R. 
_V _6AUG 66 1911 WALLOPS ISLAND I HORVATH J. J. 
V 28 AUG 66 0423 WALLOPS ISLAND I HORVATH J. J* 
_ 28 AUG 66 _0700 WALLOPS ISLAND I CARIGNAN G. R. 
8 SEP 66 1841 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
___Z K66 _1915 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
21 SEP 66 1640 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
27 SEP.6__207_ WESTGEIRINISm P FRITH ...___ 
23 
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-- _-V 
.... 

_30_SEP 66 1735 WALLOPS ISLAND 

V 30 SEP 66 2350 WALLOPS ISLAND 

V 1 OCT 66 0530 _WALLOPS ISLAND 

V 1 	OCT 66 
 0823 NATAL 
V I OCT 66 1128_ WALLQS ISLAND 
V 1 OCT 66 2039 NATAL 
7-VZ.OCT_66 0220 NATAL 
V 2 OCT 66 0820 NATAL 
V 2 OCT 66 1409 NATAL .G 
16 NOV 66 1530 TARTAGAL 
30 NoV 66 1145 WHITE SANDS 
14 DEC 66 1407 CHAMICAL 
14 DEC 66 2025 CHAMICAL 
23 JAN 67 0701 WHITE SANDS 
23 JAN 67 1000 WHITE SANDS .S 
23 JAN 67 1300 WHITE SANDS 
_-23 JAN 67 1925 WHITE SANDS 
26 JAN 67 1845 WHITE SANDS31_AN_67 1911WALLOP$ILAND 

31 JAN 67 2317 FORT CHURCHILL 

31 JAN 67 2348_POINT BARROW 
1 FEB 67 0141 POINT BARROW 
1 FEB 67 U346 FORT CHURCHILL 
f FEd 67 0418 POINT BARROW 
1 FEB 67 0538 FORT CHURCHILL 
1 FEB 67 0741 POINT BARROW 
1 FEB 67 0826 FORT CHURCHILL 
1 FEB 67 0956 POINT BARROW 
1 FEB 67 1158 FORT CHURCHILL 
1 FEB 67 1426 POINT BARROW 
3 FEB 67 1752 WALLOPS ISLAND 

9 FEB 67 0616 FORT CHURCHILL 

16 FEB 67 0712 KIRUNA 

V 4 MIAR 67 2104 EGLIN 

V 5 MAR 67 2104 EGLIN 

31 MAR 67 1719 WALLOPS ISLAND 

4 APR 67 0010 POINT BARROW 

11 APR 67 1715 WALLOPS ISLAND 

13 APR 67 0712 EGLIN 

18 APR 67 1140 EGLIN 

... 18 APR 67 2208 POINT BARROW 

20 APR 67 1732 WALLOPS ISLAND 

29 PPR 67 1139 WALLOPS ISLAND 

30 APR 67 0140 POINT BARROW 

4 MAY 67 2007-WALLOPS _ISLAND 

9 MAY 67 0720 POINT 3ARROW 

11 MAY_7___0825 WALLQP_5 ISLAND 

15 MAY 67 1140 POINT BARROW 

17 MAY 67 1615 CHAMICAL 

21 MAY 67 0700 BARKING SANDS 

. .	 i JUN 67 0645 BARKING SANDS 

1 JUN 67 1030 BARKING SANDS 

14 JUN 67 1640 CHAMICAL 

24 JUN 67 0826 NATAL 

25 JUN 67 0834 NATALBRAZIL 

3 AUG 67 POINT BARROW 

5 AUG 67 0956 POINT BARROW 
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SMITH 	W. S.
 
SMITH 	W. S.
 
SMITH 	W. S.
DEMENDONCA F.
 
SMITH W.&S,
 
DEMENDONCA F.
 
DEMENDONCA F.
 
DEMENDONCA F.
 
DEMENDONCA F.
 
LICHTENSTEIN E.
 
NIER A. 0. C.
 
LICHTENSTEIN E.
 
LICHTENSTEIN E.
 
FAIRE 	A.
FAI 	 A. 
FAIRE 	A.
 
FAIRE 	A. 
FAIRE 	A.
 
MITH W- S.
 
HORVATH J.
 
SIMITH_ 	W S. 
SMITH 	W. 5
 
HORVATH J.
 
SMITH 	W. S-

HORVATH J.
 
SMITH 	W. 5
 
HORVATH J.
 
SMITH 	W. S.
 
HORVATH J.
 
SMITH W. S
 
SMITH W. S.
 
OBRIEN B. J.
 
CENTAURE CE-09
 
FAUCHER G.
 
FAUCHER G.
 
SMITH 	W. 5.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
FAIRE 	A.
 
FAIRE 	A.
 
SMITH W- S.
 
SMITH W. 5.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
SMITH . S.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
LICHTENSTEIN E. 
SMITH L. B 
SMITH L. B. 
SMITH L. B. 
LICHTENSTEIN f! 
SMITH W. S.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
SMITH W. S.
 
HORVATH J. NASA-14.290
 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
5 AUG 67 POINT BARROW I SMITH W. SO 
26 AUG 67 0635 EGLIN x MCISAAC J. 
__ 26 AUG 67 NATAL - - G SMITH We S. NASA 14.241 GM 
26 AUG 67 NATAL G SMITH W. S. NASA 14.242 GM 
.26 PUG 67 NATAL _G SMIIH W. S° NASA 14.243 GM 
7 SEP 67 0600 EGLIN X FAIRE A. 
_3__SE e 67 2030 CHAMICAL P I ICHENSTEIN E. __ 
V -18 SEP 67 1910 WALLOPS ISLAND I CARIGNAN G. R. 
13 OCT 67 2jA1___aAR-LbGSANDS_ X UEGE_A .. 
14 OCT 67 1120 NATAL G SMITH W. S* 
__ I5OCT 67 1115 NATAL G _MITH W. S. 
15 NOV 67 1557 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. 
15 OCT 67 2315 NATAL G SMITH W. S. 
29 NOV 67 0106 SONMIANI X RAHMATULLAH D. 
29 NOV 67 0210 _SONMIANI X RAHMATULLAH D. 
12 DEC 67 2159 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S. 
13 DEC 67 08'0 EGLIN S FAIRE A. 
18 DEC 67 - NATAL G sMITH W. S. N-ASA 10.246 GM 
_19 DEC_67 .. NATAL G SMITH W. S. NASA 10.247 &M 
19 DEC 67 NATAL G SMITH W. S- NASA 10.250 GM 
17 JAN 68 1725 CHAMICAL X LICHTENSTEIN E. EXAivETNET-28 
1 FEB 68 0542 KIRUNA G GROVES V. G. CE-34 
1 FEB b8 1853 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.264 GM 
1 FEB 68 1900 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. NA-1O.259 G , 
1 FEB 68 1930 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.260 GM 
1FE 68 2015 FORT CHURCHILL G S.4ITH W. S. NASA-10.261 6M 
1 FEB 68 2115 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. NASA-1O.262 GM 
4 FEB 68 - 0533 KIRUNA G GROVES V. G. CE-35 
5 FEB 68 2222 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. NASA-1O.263 GM 
13 MA R 68 -- 1528CHA ICA'L P LICHTENSTEIN E- EXAMETNET-30 
17 MAR 68 0659 VEGA BAJA I HORVATH J. NASA-14.344 UN 
17 MAP 68 1845 VEGA BAJA I HORVATH J. NASA-14.345 UM 
18 MAR 68 0700 VEGA BAJA I HORVATH J. NASA-14.333 U; 
24 MAR 68 1804 NATAL SMITH W. S. NASA-1O.270 Gil 
25 MAR 68 u600 NATAL G SMITH We_5. NASA-lO.271 GM 
25 MAR 68 1800 NATAL d SMITH W. S. NASA-1O.272 GM 
27 MAR 68 1558 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN L. EXAMETNET-32 
10 APR 68 0210 CHAMICAL P LICHTENSTEIN E. EXAMETNET-34 
1 MAY 68 2025 __EGLIN ... s FAIRE -A. _AH_7.177 
V 17 MAY 68 0900 KAUAI D FAUCHER G. 
17 MAY_ 68 1825 11 07N704 E _x_ _USSRg INST. _EXPER. MET. 
... 
18 MAY 68 
1_AY_.68 
1805 10 52 N,
2003U_3_0.D . 24 59 20 08 E E X USSR,USSR, INST. EXPER. MET. INST. EXPER._MET ..... . 
V 22 'AY 68 2100 KAUAI D FAUCHER G. 
3o MAY 68 2039 WOOMERA _-_ G__ REESD. J. SL-761 
31 MAY 68 0849 WOOMERA G REES D. J. SL-762 
13 JUN 68 1820 MAR CHIQUITA P LICHTENSTEIN E. EXAMETNET 38 
16 JUL 68 0145 MAR CHIQUITA P LICHTENSTEIN E. EXAMETNET 40 
24 JUL 68 0046 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. 5. NASA-10.265 GM 
24 JUL 68 1019 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.258 GM 
24 JUL 68 1830 LLOPS ISLAND X DUBIN M. NASA-10.254 UA 
24 JUL 68 2155 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.266 GM' 
8 AUG__68_ 1910 - '&AtLlSJSLA I_ I BHC j___AS_A18.5I_ GA_-_ 
8 AUG 68 1935 WALLOPS ISLAND I SMITH W. S. NASA-14.187 UM 
_9sU . __02 WAI i OPS 1SLAND I BRACE La H. NAA-1,56_ 
9 AUG 68 0724 WALLOPS ISLAND I SMITH W. S. NASA-14.357 UM 
_I4_AUG 68 - 2328_ MAR_CfIVUIAT___ p____LICHiTENSJLE. ENA__IETNET _42 
25 
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...... 4_SEP 68 0104 EGLIN S FAIRE A. AO-7.913-1
 
15 SEP 68 0200 KAGOSHIMA P ARIZUMI N. MT-135-36
 
15 SEP 68 0518-- KAGOSHIMA P ARIZUMI N. MT-135-37
 
16 SEP 68 1712 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. So NASA-1O.26(
 
17 SEP 68 2003 eIQNT BARROW ......--- SMITH W. St- NASA-10.25 
18 SEP 68 0730 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. NASA-1O.28; 
105 -OCT 68 D 0 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.28 
15 OCT 68 0300 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. 5. NASA-1O;288 
15 OCT 68 1632 KIRUNA.. G GROVES G. V. CE-39 
15 OCT 68 2212 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S- NASA-10.25 
16 OCT 68 0012_ FORT CHURCHILL .. G SMITH W. S. NASA-10;25; 
1 NOV 68 0440 KIRUNA G GROVES 6. V. CE-50
 
19 NOV 68 1800 WALLOPS ISLAND G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.29
 
19 NOV 68 2005 WALLOPS ISLAND IS IORVATH J. NASA-14.386
 
. 20 NOV 68 1124 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. NASA-1O.28
 
20 NOV 68 1324 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.284
 
... 22 NOV 68 0031 POINT BARROW ___G _SMITHW. S._ NASA-10.289 
22 NOV 68 0755 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. NASA-10.29C 
7 DEC 68 0433 WOOMERA X BURROWS D. K. SL-725 
9 DEC 68 2255 EGLIN X HIGGINS J. AF-7.660 
13 DEC 68_0311 -FORT CHURCHILL G ___SMITH W._ S._ NASA-1O.285 
13 DEC 68 0459 POINT BARROW G SMITH W. S. NASA-1O.291 
. ._13DEC 68 _0511 FORT CHURCHILL G SMITH W. S- NASA-1O.28C 
26 
TABLE i - CObINTS 
1. A V symbol preceding a rocket launch listing indicates that the ob­
servational data for that flight have been acquired 
2 For launches prior to 1968 where individual experimenters are not 
known, the rocket type and/or flight number has been included For 
1968 launches both the experimenter and the rocket flight number 
are included if known. 
3. As far as possible, unless otherwise indicated, all launch times are 
quoted as Universal Time (UT). If a - symbol follows a launch time, 
zone time is quoted, in which case it has not been possible to 
determine UT from the available data (See Section TIB) 
4 The Kapustin Yar site for many of the Soviet launches is a tenta­
tive identification (See Section lIE) 
5. Launch times are not available for Soviet ship launches in 1959 
reported by Borovikov. 
6 The quoted positions of certain Soviet ship launches in 1968 place 
the ship in North or Central AfrLca Position corrections are 
anticipated It is probable that the reported longitudes should 
be West rather than East as quoted 
27 
TABLE 2 
EXPLANATION OF EXPERBIENT CODE CONTAINED IN 
CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY (TABLE I) 
Code Experiment Type or Parameters Measured 
AG Atmospherc composition, not further specified 
CPL Complex investigation, not further specified 
D Density 
E Pitot static probe - pressure, temperature, density 
G Grenade - temperature, pressure, density 
I Instruments on rocket - pressure, temperature, density 
P Parachutes and instruments - temperature, density, or 
simply pressure 
S Falling sphere - temperature, density 
T Temperature 
UAP Upper atmospheric physics, not further specified 
W Winds, not applicable 
X Not specified 
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The Chronological Bibliography is in a constant state of revision
 
and updating as more information regarding reported flights become
 
available or as additional flights are announced The current listing,
 
therefore should not be regarded as final but represents the best in­
formation to date, with respect to sounangs in addition to those in­
cluded in the original set of 442 soundings.
 
Of the 1049 rocket soundings listed in the bibliography, the meas­
ured data from 251 of these have been acquired Those soundings pre­
ceded by a V symbol indicate the flights for which data have been 
acquired 
It is anticipated that during subsequent phases of this study,
 
measured data will be acquired for many of the older non-Soviet sound­
ings, those for which principal experimenters had previcusly not been
 
identified, as well as for the more recent soundings Furthermore,
 
it is hoped that data from many of the Soviet soundings will become
 
available. The USSR meteorological rocket data is discussed in the
 
following section.
 
A Soviet Meteorological Rocket Data
 
Several hundred meteorological rocket soundings have been performed
 
by Soviet investigators since the beginning of the IGY in 1957 These
 
data, accordingly, represent a sizable fraction of the total interna­
tional sounding data inventory Because of the relative importance of
 
the Soviet data to the current study, emphasis was placed on organizing
 
the soundings, resolving certain discrepancies and attempting to acquire
 
the observational data. These matters are summarized in this section.
 
I Acquisition of Soviet Data. The Chronological Bibliography
 
discussed in the previous section contains nearly 600 pertinent Soviet
 
soundings hat were launched since 1957 Itemized summaries of
 
Soviet rocket launches for 1962, 1966 and 1967 have not as yet been
 
provided.
 
As part of a recent review of sounding tabulations of the World
 
Data Center A, all of the included Soviet soundings were checked against
 
meteorological rocket launch information provided by R. S Quiroz (Ref. 6)
 
and also against various annual Soviet reports to COSPAR symposia and
 
COSPAR Information Bulletins (Ref. 7) In Table 3 the results of this
 
Soviet sounding'survey are summarized and the present status of avail­
able measured data from these flLghts is provided.
 
A thorough survey of available Soviet meteorological and upper
 
atmospheric literature since the IGY was conducted in search of any
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TABLE 3
 
SUMMARY OF KNOWN USSR METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET LAUNCHES FROM 1957 TO 1968 
AND STATUS OF DATA COLLECTION
 
Year Source 
NUMBER OF L\UNCHES BY SITE 
Total HI ML SA SB SO SP SS SV SZ 
Soundings 
Listed Notes 
1957 Quiroz 
WDG -A 
(Data) 
12 
14 
12 
3 
3 
3 
8 
10 
8 
-
-
-
-
-
-
I 
I 
I X 
a I 
b,c,du 
1,g,h,i 
q58 Quxroz 
WDC-A 
(Data) 
59 
95 
59 
23 
35 
23 
10 
29 
10 
-
-
-
-
-
-
26 
31 
26 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- X 
b,d,e,1 
1")59 Quioz 
WfC-A 
Borovikov 
(Data) 
24 
22 
-
17 
13 
13 
-
9 
II 
9 
-
8 
-
-
17 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
X 
X 
X 
a 
d,n,o,r 
q 
g,k,r,s 
1960 Quiroz 
WDC-A 
COSPAR 
(Data) 
136 
117 
160 
I 
43 
37 
54 
-
28 
24 
34 
-
-
-
-
5 
4 
5 
-
-60 
- 52 
- 67 
- -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
X 
a 
d,nl,o 
b,u,v 
w 
1961 Quiroz 
14DC-A 
COSPAR 
(Data) 
68 
52 
111 
-
34 
23 
53 
-
4 
3 
15 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
30 
26 
43 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
X 
X 
a 
d,n,o 
b,v,x 
k 
1962 Quiroz 
COSPAR 
(Data) 
62 
70 
-
43 
51 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
19 
19 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
b,v,y,2 
A 
1963 Quiroz 
COSPAR 
(Data) 
92 
S6 
i 
6 
5 
67 
65 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
19 
16 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
X 
X 
I 
d,n,B,( 
k,D 
xxl "X" indicates that the date, time, and type of experiment are pro­
vided for each of the flights reported by that source 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 
Soundings 
\'ar Source Total HI ML SA SB SO SP SS SV SZ Listed Notes 
1I64 Quiroz 83 65 18 - - - - - - - a 
NDC-A 100 80 20 - - - - - - - b,E 
COSPAR 61 44 17 - - - - - - - X d,n,C,E 
(Data) - - - - - - I- - X k 
106c Quiroz 150 51 31 - - - 34 34 - a 
W4DC-A 150 51 31 - - - - 34 34 - b,E 
COSPAR 150 51 31 - - - -34 34 - G 
Other 150 51 31 - - - - 34 34 - X g,d,F,H,i 
(Data) - - - - - X k,H 
1966 Quiroz - - - - -
COSPAR 191 63 70 - (-58 ) b,EK 
(Data) - - - - - A 
1967 COSPAR 214 - - - b,E,C,L 
(Data) - - - - - -
19b8 WDC-A - (13) (9) - (3) X J L,M 
(Data) - - - - - X J,M 
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TABLE 3 - KEY TO SITES
 
HI - Heiss Island
 
ML - 'Middle Latitudes" of USSR
 
SA - Unidentifled Ship in the Antarctic and Atlantic Oceans
 
SB - Unidentified Ship in the Black Sea
 
SO - Ship Ob
 
SP - Unidentified Ship in the Pacific Ocean 
SS - Ship Shokalskly 
SV - Ship Voveykov 
SZ - Ship Professor Vize 
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TABLE 3 - NOTES
 
a. Quiroz' figures indicate successful flights. These may not be 
restricted to T,' P, D experiments but may include soundings of 
winds data also. 
b. Success or failure of flights not indicated. 
c. In addition, WDC-A tabulation for 1957 lists 3 CPL - (complex) ­
identified flights from the "mid-latitudes" site. These flights 
are not meteorological soundings but geophysical flights. Of the 
variables T,P,D, only air pressure is obtained. 
d. Figures for T,P,D experiments only. 
e. WDC-A times listed for 1957-1958 identified as 
Time (MT) UT = MT - 3 hours. 
(probably) Moscow 
f. Of the 3 Heiss Island soundings in 1957, 2 have been included with 
data in the original data set, Reference (5). 
g. Data included in Reference (5) superseded by present data. 
h. Data from Khvostikov, Reference (4). 
for 1957-1959 data are identified as 
Times listed by Khvostikov 
"zone time". 
i. Times ("zone times" - ZT) given by Khvostikov for 1957-1958 Heiss 
Island data are consistent with the WDC-A (MT) times, i.e. 
ZT = MT + 1 hour. Then, UT = MT - 3 = ZT - 4 hours. Khvostikov's 
(ZT) times for the "mid-latitudes" site for 1957-1958 are not 
consistent with the WDC-A (MT) data According to Khvostikov's 
data, ZT = MT, ZT = MT + 1, and/or ZT = MT - I hour. 
j. Data for Ship Ob has yet to be keypunched 
k. Soundings listed in the Chronological Sort, First Quarterly Report 
under this Contract, contain errors or omissions Chronological 
Bibliography included in this document supersedes previous listings 
1. In addition, WDC-A tabulations for 
rocket flights. See note (c). 
1958 list 10 CPL - identified 
m. Of the 23 Heiss Island soundings in 1958, 16 have been included 
with data in the original data set, Reference (5), 
n. Figures indicate successful flights. 
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o. 	The 1959-1961 WDC-A tabulations list times as UT and local time (to
 
nearest 150 meridian) - LT. For all the Heiss Island and "mid­
latitudes" site data, UT = IT -4 hours.
 
p. 	Two errors were discovered in the WDC-A 1959 tabulations for Heiss
 
Island, 11 February should read 12 February, and for the "mid­
latitudes" site on 22 October, 0356 and 0756 hours should read 1356
 
and 1756 hours.
 
q. 	A. M Borovikov reference unknown Success of flight and reported
 
times are uncertain
 
r. 	Of the 9 Heiss Island soundings in 1959, 6 have been included with
 
data in the original data set, Reference (5).
 
s. 	Data from Khvostikov,'Reference (4). Times listed by Khvostikov
 
(ZT) for the 1959 Heiss Island data are consistent with the WDC-A
 
listed times, i e. ZT = LT = UT + 4 hours See note (o).
 
t. 	Times (ZT) listed by Khvostikov for the 1959 "mid-latitudes" site
 
data are not consistent with the WDC-A listed times, i e ZT = UT +2
 
hours Remains unexplained
 
u. 	Figures include "research" or geophysical rockets
 
v. 	COSPAR tabulations list number of rocket launches per month accord­
ing to site. No individual listings are provided
 
w. 	One geophysical rocket data set, 9/22/60-ML, is included in the
 
original data collection, Reference (5). This flight is not listed
 
in the WDC-A tabulations. Reported launch time unconfirmed.
 
x. 	In addition to indicated meteorological rockets, 2 geophysical rockets
 
and 2 rockets Launched in conjunction with the 1960 solar eclipse are
 
indicated from the "mid-latitudes" site.
 
y. 	From COSPAR, the 1962 Meteorological rocket launches were as follows
 
Month HI SP Month HI SP Month HI SP
 
Jan 0 13 May 6 0 Sep 0 0
 
Feb 3 6 Jun 0 0 Oct 0 0
 
Mar 2 0 Jul 0 0 Nov 12 0
 
Apr 4 0 Aug 12 0 Dec 12 0
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z. 	In addition to indicated meteorological rockets, 1 geophysical rocket
 
was launched from the "mid-latitudes" site in 1962
 
A. 	No listing of soundings available.
 
B. Launch times listed are identified as "zone time".
 
C. 	Meteorological rockets only.
 
D. 	One geophysical rocket data set, 6/18/63-bL, is included in the
 
original data collection, Reference (5). This flight is not listed
 
in the COSPAR tabulations. Reported launch time is confirmed.
 
E. 	Not restricted to T,PD experiments but may include soundings of
 
Winds data also.
 
F. 	Launch times listed are identified as Universal Time.
 
G. 	Only total number of rocket launches for the year is provided.
 
H. 	In addition to indicated meteorological launches, 2 geophysical
 
rockets were launched from the "mid-latitudes" site in 1965.
 
I. Source unknown, probably Soviet
 
J Incomplete.
 
K. 	Figures for SS and SV ships not separated
 
L. 	"Mid-Latitudes" site identified as the Volgograd Station (Kapustin
 
Yar.)
 
M. 	Partial listing of soundings available.
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measured thermodynamic data from these soundings. Negative results were
 
obtained from the survey. Apparently, the only publication containing
 
observational data is a previously available document in Russian by
 
Khvostikov which provided results from some sounding rockets launched
 
during 1957-1959 (Ref. 8).
 
By international agreement, the Soviets were to have made all
 
this data available through the facilities of the World Data Center.
 
However, only recently has the Soviet data begun to trickle in. This
 
data is delivered to the National Weather Records Center and presumably
 
will become available through the Meteorological Rocket Network.
 
In hopes of expediting the availability of the Soviet data, a
 
request for publication information was submitted directly to Dr.
 
V. V. Mikhnevich of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Institute of Applied
 
Geophysics. However, her reply merely stated that the data would be­
come availa le through the World Data Center. A second and similar re­
quest was then submitted to Dr. Georgiy Golyshev, former director of
 
the Central Aerological Observatory, USSR A spokesman for Dr Golyshev
 
furnished a similar negative reply.
 
Accordingly, it now seems doubtful that observational data will
 
be obtained through direct correspondence with Soviet experimenters, in
 
contrast to the favorable cooperation from non-Soviet countries. The
 
remaining alternatives are to await (1) further publications such as
 
the Khvostikov article, and (2) the release of data through the pre­
scribed data exchange channels of the World Data Center
 
2. Location of Soviet Launch Sites. The geographic location of a
 
rocket launch site is an important parameter in the statistical analysis
 
of the atmospheric structural variability, particularly with respect
 
to diurnal effects near sunrise or sunset Since the IGY, Soviet
 
meteorological rockets have been launched from various stations within
 
and outside the Soviet Union, from several ships at sea, from Heiss
 
Island in Franz Josef Land (80037'N, 58003'E), and from what the Soviets
 
have consistently and obscurely referred to merely as "middle latitudes
 
of the USSR" or "middle latitudes of the European part of the USSR".
 
It was formerly believed that only Kapustin Yar was the site
 
referred to by the Soviets as the "middle latitudes" location. Quiroz
 
and others have subsequently questioned this identification On the
 
basis of time-zone information, presumably for the 1959-1961 soundings,
 
contained in the World Data Center catalogues, Quiroz has favored
 
Tyuratam as the more probable site choice (Refs. 6, 9).
 
The obscure site(s), therefore, most probably refer to either
 
the Kapustin Yar (48031'N, 45048'E) or Tyruatam, Kazakhstan (450 38'N,
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630 16'E) - frequently referred to as Baykonur - missile launch complexes.
 
It is possible that both facilities have been involved, and there is the
 
remote but real possibility that a roving, mobile-land site has been
 
utilized. Prior to 1967, positive identification of the "middle lati­
tudes" site has remained an unresolved problem. In 1967 and 1968 the
 
Soviets have identified this site as the Volgograd (formerly Stalingrad)
 
station. This reference would place those launches at Kapustin Yar.
 
- With the aim of establishing which site was employed for launches 
prior to 1967 the available Soviet sounding information was carefully
 
reviewed. Launch times (zone time) for some of the 1957-1959 Soviet
 
soundings, published by Khvostikov, were compared with the World Data
 
Center listed times for the respective flights. Determination of
 
universal time for all Soviet meteorological rocket launches in general
 
was not possible owing to inconsistencies in the Soviet quoted launch
 
times. Depending upon the year, Soviet reporters have used universal
 
time, local meridian time, zone time, and Moscow time. Furthermore, it
 
was not possible to deduce the location of the "mid-latitude" site from
 
the reported launch time data. A summary of the observed discrepancies
 
is provided in Table 4.
 
In order to attempt resolution of these issues, GCA communicated
 
with personnel of the World Data Center A, Rockets and Satellites, who
 
handled the original Soviet data concerning these flights In addition,
 
a request was submitted to the National Space Science Data Center to
 
have the original Soviet data re-examined to establish whether both
 
universal time and local (meridian) time were provided by the Soviets
 
along with the sounding listings, or if one of the times was derived
 
after receipt of the records.
 
Neither the World Data Center A nor the National Space Science
 
Data Center has on file the original Soviet sounding data. Accordingly,
 
neither source could make a first hand response to the time or site
 
location issues. However, all of the available 1957-1958 USSR Rocket
 
Launch Reports were kindly reviewed by personnel at the National Space
 
Science Data Center. No success was achieved in determining either the
 
geographical longitude or time zone of the referenced "mid-latitudes"
 
launch site.
 
In the Soviet reports only Moscow zone time and UT are listed,
 
and these only occasionally. Since Moscow time is sometimes used as
 
a standard within the USSR, it is presumed that the longitude of interest
 
is not necessarily within the Moscow zone time For the "mid-latitudes"
 
station only launch times are given in contrast to the launches from
 
Heiss Island and various ships for which geographical coordinates are
 
appropriately provided.
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TABLE 4
 
EXAMPLES OF SOVIET REPORTED SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCH TIMES
 
Basis: Detailed observational results of rocket soundings during 1957­
1959 from Heiss Island, Ship "Ob", and a "Mid-latitudes" site
 
are provided in a publication by Khvostikov. According to the
 
text of the article, "zone time" is reported for each launch.
 
"Zone time" (ZT) is undefined, it may refer to political belt
 
time or to geographical (LT) local time (to the nearest 150
 
meridian). Khvostikov's times are compared with launch times -

Moscow time, Universal time (UT), or unspecified - contained in
 
Soviet Rocket Launch Reports made available through the World
 
Data Center A (WDC-A) in an attempt to deduce the location of
 
the "mid-latitudes" site. Inconsistencies are observed.
 
I. Political Geographical
 
Site Belt Time Local Time
 
Heiss Island (580E) UT + 5 hrs. UT + 4
 
Kapustin Yar (46°E) + 4 + 3
 
Tyuratam (63 E) + 5 + L 
(Moscow Time - MT equals UT + 3 hrs.)
 
2. For Heiss Island and "Ob" launches during 1957-58, WDC-A re­
ports MT. Examination of longitudes indicates that Khvostikov's
 
zone time is identical to geographical local time. To be con­
sistent, such should be the case for the "mid-latitudes" site.
 
For "mid-latitudes" launches during this period, WDC-A does
 
not explicitly quote MT - times are left undefined However,
 
from the context it is apparent that MT is probably intended
 
Examples of Reported "Hid-Latitudes" Launches
 
Date WDC-A (IT) Khvostikov (ZT) 
11 Jul 57 0505 0405 
27 Jul 57 0520 0420
 
21 Dec 57 0740 
 0745
 
21 Dec 57 1145 
 1144
 
19 Jan 58 1245 
 1145
 
24 Jun 58 0445 
 0545
 
29 Jun 58 0430 
 0330
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TABLE 4 (Cont ) 
While Heiss Island and "Ob" launch times reported by WDC-A and 
Khvostikov are compatible - e g. for Heiss Island ZT = MT + I 
UT + 4 consistently, the same is not true for "mid-latitudes" 
in which case ZT = MT + I = UT + 4 or ZT = MT = UT + 3 or 
ZT = MT - I = UT + 2 as observed in the examples above. 
3. 	 For 1959 WDC-A reports UT and LT. Again Khvostikov's ZT for
 
Heiss Island are compatible with the WDC-A times, i.e , ZT =
 
LT = UT + 4. However, for 'mid-latitudes" Khvostikov's times
 
are discrepant being consistently UT + 2 as observed in the
 
example following.
 
Examples of Reported 'Mid-Latitudes" Launches
 
Date 	 WDC-A (UT) WDC-A (LT) Khvostikov (ZT)
 
12 Mar 59 	 1109 1509 1309
 
20 Oct 59 1315 1715 	 1515
 
3 Dec 59 	 0800 1200 1000
 
According to WDC-A, the UT times came directly from the Soviet
 
reports but the source of the quoted LT is no longer possible
 
to determine If LT times were also provided by the Soviets
 
(as opposed to having been derived by WDC-A personnel subse­
quent to the receipt of the Soviet reports), then the "mid­
latitudes" site would appear to be Tyuratam. However, KhvostLkov'
 
data indicates a site westward of Moscow, being neither Tyuratam
 
nor Kapustin Yar
 
4. 	 On the basis of the consistency and compatibility of Heiss
 
Island launch times between Khvostikov and W4DC-A and Soviet
 
National Reports to COSPAR for subsequent years (in which
 
either UT or ZT is given for launches), it is reasonable and
 
possible to determine UT for all Heiss Island launches as listed
 
in the Chronological Bibliography (Table 1)
 
5. 	 With two exceptions, the same argument applies to shipboard
 
launches. For shipboard launches reported by Borovikov during
 
1959, ship locations were provided without launch times. For
 
shipboard launches reported in the Soviet National Report to
 
COSPAR (1964) for 1963, launch times (zone time) were provided
 
without ship locations and accordingly, UT cannot be determined
 
For such cases ZT is listed with an * in the Chronological
 
Bibliography.
 
6. 	 Owing to the incompatibility and lack of consistency with respect
 
to '"id-latitudes"launch sites, UT cannot be determined from
 
quoted zone times. For the sake of coherency, the following
 
formula was tentatively adopted with respect to "mid-latitudes"
 
launches in the Chronological Bibliography: (1) All "mid-lati­
tudes launches are assumed to have occurred at Volgograd (Kapustin
 
Yar) - see discussion in text, (2) il UT is quoted anywhere for
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TABLE 4 (Cont.)
 
those launches this time is entered in the Bibliography, ignoring
 
for the time being any other reported times, (3) if only ZT is
 
available for such launches, this time is entered with an *.
 
Summary* 	The location of the Soviet Imid-latitudes" site cannot be esta­
blished on the basis of reported launch times owing to various
 
inconsistencies in the available data The Soviets have said
 
this site has always been Volgograd (Kapustin Yar) From data
 
supplied by the Soviets it appears that the site may be Tyuratam.
 
From data reported by Kivostikov, the site may be in any of three
 
or more geographical locations or that several sites or a mo­
bile launch site may be involved.
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TABLE 4 - REFERENCES 
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The question of whether the Soviets, by specifying only "middle
 
latitude" for those launches prior to 1967, were referring to Kapustin
 
Yar or Tyurtatam was posed directly in previously referenced correspond­
ence to the Central Aerological Observatory and separately by the National
 
Space Sciences Data Center to the World Data Center B, Moscow. In both
 
cases the Soviet response identified the "mid-latitude" site for those
 
launches between 1957 and 1967 as the Volgograd station (Kapustin Yar).
 
Whether this is the final word on the subject or not, it is sug­
gested that despite launch time inconsistencies, the Volgograd site
 
be adopted where appropriate for working purposes in the statistical
 
study. Investigation into this matter will be pursued in the future in
 
order to confirm or deny this site identification.
 
B. Amendments to Original Data Set of 442 Soundings
 
With respect to the original set of 442 sounding data, discussed 
in Section IIA, 25 soundings from Heiss Island were included Data from 
the soundings, as published in Reference (5), were based on preliminary 
information limited between the altitudes of 30 and 50 km. During the
 
current study, the complete measured data from these soundings have been
 
acquired. These profiles should, accordingly, supersede the respective
 
soundings in the original set. Furthermore, the original launch times
 
(UT) should all be advanced by one hour as indicated in the amended list 
in Table 5.
 
The original set contained 437 soundings. In its present form,
 
however, 442 soundings are included. The additional soundings do not
 
reflect additional data but rather they all result from the segmentation
 
of altitude-data profiles from certain flights which were originally
 
considered single soundings. These flights are listed in Table 6.
 
The launch site-letter code and the ISEQ code (the last character under
 
Present Identification) are both explained in Section III of this docu­
ment.
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TABLE 5
 
HEISS ISLAND SOUNDINGS INCLUDED IN ORIGINAL DATA SET
 
Date Launch Time (CMT) Date Launch Time (91T)
 
25 Oct 58 0800
4 Nov 57 0755 

16 Dec 57 0435 4 Nov 58 1200
 
28 Nov 58 2006
19 Jan 58 0845 

10 Feb 58 0845 
 8 Dec 58 2000
 
10 Dec 58 1200
26 Feb 58 0335 

1 Apr 58 1200 12 Dec 58 	 1200
 
1200
24 Jun 58 0045 10 Jan 59 

17 Jul 58 2045 11 Feb 59 
 2400
 
27 Jul 58 1510 2 Apr 59 0800
 
7 Aug 58 0845 8 Oct 59 2100
 
14 Aug 58 0140 15 Oct 59 2100
 
23 Oct 58 0320 3 Dec 59 2100
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TABLE 6
 
REDESIGNATION OF FIVE ROCKET SOUNDINGS IN ORIGINAL DATA SET
 
Former Identification Present Identification
 
06/18/63 03 28B KW 	 6306180328KW 9
 
6306180328KW +
 
11/14/63 14 58B W 	 6311141458KW 9
 
6311141458KW +
 
08/11/53 17 09 S1* 	 5308531709SI 3
 
5308531709SI 4
 
03/07/47 18 23 WS 	 4703071823WS 3
 
4703071823WS 4
 
05/11/50 23 00 WS 	 5005112300WS 3
 
5005112300WS 4
 
*SI (Ship I) was formerly designated SC
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III. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS
 
In the previous section an original collection of sounding data, com­
piled during earlier studies, was referred to. This inventory consists
 
of some 442 rocket and optical probe soundings from 25 different launch
 
sites covering the period 1947 to early 1965.
 
The original data were published in diverse forms. All contained
 
density-altitude profiles, in various systems of units, but frequently
 
temperature and/or pressure data were not obtained or derived. For the
 
entire inventory, temperature-altitude data were computed from the
 
density-altitude profiles using the equation of state and the hydrostatic
 
equation. The gas law was then applied to obtain pressure profiles.
 
During the processing of the original data, it was occasionally
 
necessary to smooth the reported data in order to obtain more physically
 
realistic profiles. The smoothing consisted of either a selective
 
smoothing process, in which case individual data points were adjusted
 
to eliminate isolated density inversions, or a general smoothing of an
 
entire sounding leg by means of a third order root-mean-square fit.
 
A complete discussion of these soundings along with tabulations of
 
the density, pressure, and temperature profiles for each sounding appear
 
in GCA Technical Report 67-10-N.
 
Since these data, along with the expanding data inventory as des­
cribed in Section II, will subsequently serve as the basis for a com­
prehensive statistical analysis, careful attention is being placed on
 
a review of all soundings with respect to consistency and reliability
 
of the reported data. Programming efforts toward the initial proces­
sing of the original sounding data are the subject of this part of the
 
report.
 
A. Processing of Original Sounding Data Set
 
The basic observational data from these soundings was entered on to
 
standard IBM punched cards, one altitude-data point per card plus ap­
propriate identification cards for each sounding. The entire file of
 
the original data set contain nearly 15,000 cards.
 
The initial step in reorganizing the data consisted of transferring
 
the soundings to magnetic tape, compatible with an IBM 7094 computer.
 
In concert with this data transfer phase, several preliminary screening,
 
checking, and editing procedures were incorporated. A Fortran IV pro­
gram written for the IBM 7094 computer to transfer the data from cards
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to tape was expanded to accommodate the processing procedures. This
 
transfer and processing program is described in detail below.
 
I. Definition of Initial Processing. As presently defined, initial
 
processing consists of the following steps­
(a) Screening of Data
 
(b) Checking and Editing of Data
 
(c) Standardization of All Data Formats
 
Screening, checking, and editing involve an inspection and
 
adjustment of the measured data to produce self-consistent and reliable
 
altitude profiles of temperature, pressure, and density. For the pur­
pose of delineation, screening is defined as non-programmed, while check­
ing and edicint is defined as programmed data inspection and adjustment.
 
Screening involves a visual inspection of the data prior to
 
and after keypunching to detect obvious keypinching, transfer, or publi­
cation errors or unrealistic data. Screening also checks altitude order
 
and conformance of data arrangement to a predetermined format, complete­
ness of the sounding, and other items of this nature that may arise.
 
Detected errors or inconsistencies that are clearly of this type are
 
corrected prior to the submission of the data to any computer programs.
 
In the programmed checking and editing phase, some tests are of
 
a routine nature, viz to inspect for anticipated types of errors, such
 
as errors undetected during the screening phase, and for general con­
sistency and monotonicity. Other tests that are peculiar to certain
 
sets of data will have to be incorporated, as they occur during the pro­
cessing of all the data sets.
 
In the standardization phase, the various forms in which the
 
data exist on cards are converted to a common format for consistency.
 
These data include not only the measured thermodynamic data but also
 
identification data such as the delineation of simultaneous flights or
 
experiments or segmentation of profiles within one flight, or other
 
sounding-related information, such as the values of the 10.7 cm solar
 
flux indices on the day of the sounding and the day preceding the sound-

Ing.
 
2. Format of Sounding Data. In punched-card form each of the 442
 
original soundings was maintained in one of five different formats with
 
respect to the thermodynamic data. On tape, all sounding identification
 
and related information as well as thermodynamic data have been put into
 
common form. Table 7 contains a breakdown by field and format of the
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TABLE 7
 
LOCATION AND FORMAT OF VARIABLES CONTAINED IN HEADER AND DATA RECORDS ON
 
TAPE OF REFORMED VERSION OF 442 ROCKET SOUNDINGS, 
ERC Tape #1465 AND 1110 (COPY) 
First Header Record:
 
Format Definition of Variable Columns
 
Blank Field of 2 Spaces 01-02
 
A6 Year, Month, Day of Sounding, GMT 03-08
 
A4 GMT Hour and Minute of Sounding 09-12
 
A3 Launch Site of Sounding 13-15
 
Al 1SEQ CODE 16
 
A2 Technique Letter Code 17-18
 
F6.1 10.7 cm Solar Flux Index on Day
 
Preceding Sounding 19-24
 
F6.1 10.7 cm Solar Flux Index on Day
 
of Sounding 25-30
 
Blank Field of 12 Spaces Reserved
 
for Four 3-Digit Geomagnetic Field
 
Indices 31-42
 
F6.2 Local Apparent Time 43-48
 
F6 1 Sub Solar Angle 49-54
 
E1O.3 Shadow Height Above Launch Site, km 55-64
 
Blank Field of I Space 65
 
14 Highest Altitude of Sounding (Integer),
 
km 66-69
 
14 
 Lowest Altitude of Sounding (Integer),
 
km 70-73
 
13 Number of Alt-Data Points in Sounding 74-76
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First Header Record*
 
Format 

A4 

15 

Second Header Record:
 
A6 

A4 

A3 

Al 

F9.3 

F$ 6 

13 

13 

12 

A4 

13 

12 

12 

12 

TABLE 7 (Continued) 
Definition of Variable Columns 
Literature Reference for Sounding 77-80 
Sequential Count of Record on Tape 81-85 
Blank Field 6f i Space 01 
Year, Month, Day of Sounding, GMT 02-07 
GMT Hour and Minute of Sounding 08-11 
Launch Site of Sounding 12-14 
ISEQ CODE 15 
Effective Earth Radius at Launch 
Site 16-24 
Ratio of Gravity (go/g) 25-32 
Blank Field of 1 Space 33 
Site Number Code 34-36 
Technique Number Code 37-39 
Latitude Number Code 40-41 
Special Note Code Pertaining to 
Sounding or Data 42-45 
Sub Solar Angle Number Code 46-48 
10.7 Solar Flux Number Code (Day 
before Sounding) 49-50 
10.7 Solar Flux Number Code (Day 
of Sounding) 51-52 
6-Class Diurnal Number Code 53-54 
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Second Header Record,
 
Format 

12 

13 

II 

II 

12 

II 

15 

Data Card
 
A6 

A4 

A3 

Al 

F8.2 

E12.5 

F7.1 

E12.5 

15 

TABLE 7 (Continued) 
Definition of Variable Columns 
3-Class Diurnal Number Code 55-56 
16-Season Number Code 57-59 
Extreme Season Number Code 60 
4-Season Number Code 61 
2-Season Number Code 62-63 
8-Season Number Code 64 
Blank Field of 16 Spaces 65-80 
Sequential Count of Record on Tape 81-85 
Year, Month, Day of Sounding, *IT 01-06 
GT Hour and Minute of Sounding 07-10 
Launch Site of Sounding 11-13 
ISEQ CODE 14 
Geometric Altitude of Thermo 
Data, km 15-22 
Density Data, kg/cu meter 23-34 
Temperature Data, deg K 35-41 
Pressure Data,newtons/sq meter 42-53 
Blank Field of 27 Spaces 54-80 
Sequential Count of Record on Tape 81-85 
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data on ERC Tape numbers 1465 and 1110 (copy) which contain the reformed
 
and standardized versions of the 442 rocket soundings. Each sounding
 
including header records are of identical format although certain data
 
may be missing in particular cases. For each sounding a separater
 
record containing blanks in columns I through 80 precedes the two header
 
records. Each record including separater and header records contains
 
a sequential record count, right justified, in columns 81 through 85.
 
On tape, there is no preferred order to the arrangement of the
 
various launch sites although all soundings are listed chronologically
 
for each site.
 
A description of the several variables and parameters referred 
to in Table 7 is contained in Section 111.3 (Tables 8-11). 
One of the more significant differences among the five original
 
card formats involved the number of significant figures contained in
 
the observational data. Depending upon the experiment and author, be­
tween two and seven significant figures in density have been reported.
 
In addition, temperature values have been reported significant to the
 
nearest degree or tenth or hundredth of a degree. Density data included
 
in the card inventory contain two, three or four significant figures
 
and temperature data, to the nearest degree or tenth.
 
In the reformed and standardized tape version the significant
 
figures in density and temperature are reproduced from the cards, al­
though in the case of denbity - and pressure, as well - space for five
 
significant figures are provided in anticipation that some of this
 
data can be retrieved from a reexamination and reprocessing of the
 
originally published data. For temperature, space is provided for
 
tenth of a degree accuracy. in all cases of transferred observational
 
data containing fewer significant figures than spaces provided, the
 
remaining field is filled with blank spaces.
 
Each altitude-data record includes at least altitude plus a
 
dersity value. Temperature data, however, is not always included. In
 
some cases, temperature profiles were obtained for all or part of a
 
sounding. In other cases, either no temperature data is available, or
 
a single value is entered at the top of the sounding or elsewhere
 
throughout the profile.
 
A second difference in the original data inventory involves
 
the significant figures recorded from available 10.7 cm solar flux
 
index data. Here again data may appear either to the nearest integer
 
value or tenth. Solar flux index data is transferred to tape in the
 
same manner as for temperature, i.e., space is provided for tenth of
 
an integer accuracy but contains a blank character if the data avail­
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able are accurate only to the nearest integer. For those soundings where
 
solar flux data has not been determined, the appropriate field on the
 
tape header records is left blank.
 
Finally, with respect to the different formats of the original
 
card inventory, each altitude data card of some of the sounding contained'
 
sounding iden)ificataon and other related information, in addition to
 
date, time, site, and technique information. In other cases, this
 
extra data was included only in the first altitude data card of the
 
sounding. In still other cases, extra data was not included. In the
 
reformed and standardized tape version no extra data is included at
 
this time in any of the altitude data cards
 
3. Description of Sounding Parameters For reference a complete
 
description is given below of all variables and parameters maintained
 
for each sounding on the reformed and standardized tape version of the
 
original 442 sounding data inventory, ERC Tape #1465 and 1110 (copy).
 
Some of the information presented here has appeared in previous GCA
 
Reports, generally with more thorough descript'on. Appropriate ref­
erence is given where such is the case. These descriptions are sum­
marized in the present context to provide a convenient and central
 
source for future reference.
 
a. Header Record Information
 
Data entered into the two header records for each sounding contain
 
two types of information- (1) data related to the identification of
 
the sounding, and (2) parameters associable with the time and place of
 
the sounding which are to be used in the statistical analysis of
 
atmospheric structure variations.
 
The following entries require no explanation*
 
(1) Date and time of sounding
 
(2) Highest and lowest altitude of data points
 
(3) Number of altitude-data points in sounding
 
(4) Literature reference for sounding (see Reference 5)
 
(5) Sequential count of record on tape
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The following entries are discussed in detail in Reference (10)
 
and are only briefly defined here
 
10.7 cm solar flux indices -

Local apparent time -
Sub solar angle -

Shadow height -

Effective earth radius -
Ratio of gravity (go/g) -
Numeric codes for site, tech­
nique, latitude, sub solar
 
angle, solar flux index, time
 
of day, and season ­
solar activity indices given for
 
the day of and the day preceding
 
the sounding, considered because
 
of the time delay between the
 
radiational influence of the solar
 
flux and the particulate matter
 
ejected from the sun during a
 
flare or during other periods
 
of high solar activity.
 
local standard time corrected for
 
(1) the longitudinal difference
 
between the site and the center
 
of the standard time zone, and (2)
 
the equation of time, which de­
pends upon the day of the year.
 
the angle formed by the center
 
of the earth, the center of the
 
sun, and the site of the sounding.
 
defined when the sun is below
 
the horizon it is the vertical
 
distance above the launch site
 
which is exposed to direct solar
 
illumination. When the sun is
 
above the horizon, there is no
 
shadow height
 
radius of earth at site of
 
sounding.
 
ratio of surface acceleration
 
due to gravity at site of sound­
ing to standard reference
 
gravity value at 450 321 33".
 
numeric codes used in statistical
 
analysis, all thoroughly defined
 
in Reference (10).
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It may be noted that for many of the original soundings, in card
 
form, the solar-declination-angle value was entered on the altitude
 
data cards but not on the header cards. This parameter is used to cal­
culate sub solar angle and solar depression angle. These values were
 
not retained in the transfer of sounding data from card to tape because
 
they are calculable from the day of the year of the sounding on the
 
basis of a Fourier analysis series expansion, as described in Reference
 
(10). The equation of time is similarly calculable as discussed in the
 
same reference.
 
The following entries are defined in the indicated tables of this
 
report:
 
(1) Launch site of sounding - Table 8
 
(2) Technique Letter Code - Table 9
 
(3) Special Note Code - Table 10
 
(4) ISEQ Code - Table 11
 
The ISEQ Code is a one-character sequence designation for cases
 
where more than one continuous data sets apply at the same site at the
 
same approKimate time. For example, separate soundings are identified in
 
up and down legs of one sounding, in two or more (up to four) sets of
 
independent measurements, or in a single up or down leg which is broken
 
into a maximum of three (highest, lower, and lowest) segments because of
 
large altitude gaps.
 
4. Description of Reprocessing and Standardization Program The
 
program which transfers the soundings from cards to tape and performs
 
certain initial processing functions is described in this section A
 
flow chart for this program is illustrated in Figure 1.
 
In addition to standardizing the format of the observational
 
and sounding related data (Table 7) 'and establishing a general ISEQ
 
code separating segments and experiments of a sounding (Table 11), mono­
tonicity tests are performed on the measured data within a sounding
 
with respect to both altitude and density. Clearly, a monotonicity test
 
cannot be applied to the temperature data and, as mentioned earlier,
 
pressure data were not included in this inventory.
 
With regard to the altitude monotonicity test each altitude
 
within a sounding, arranged from the highest altitude downward, was
 
tested for inversions. In each case where altitude inversions occurred,
 
it was discovered that the error could be traced to cards out of order
 
in the filed decks, so that an automatic procedure for rearrangement
 
could be programmed.
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TABLE 8 
LAUNCH SITE CODE IDENTIFICATION 
,etter 
Code Site Location Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) 
AI Ascension Island S. Atlantic Ocean 07.98S 014.42W 
AQ Albuquerque New Mexico 35.05N 106.40W 
BS Barking Sands Hawaii 22.05N 159 78W 
CA Carnarvon Western Australia 24 82S 113.87E 
EG EglLn Field Florida 30 38N 086 70W 
FC Fort Churchill Manitoba, Canada 58 73N 093.82W 
GM Guam Mariana Is. Pacific 13 62N 144.85E 
HA Holloman AF Base New Mexico 32.85N 106 IOW 
HI Heiss Island Franz Josef Land 81. N 058. E 
KW Kwa3alein Marshal Is Pacific 08 73N 167.73E 
KY Kapustin Yar Europ. Soviet Union 48.6 N 045 8 E 
MS McMurdo Sound Antartica 77.88S 166.73E 
PM Point Mugu California 34.12N 119.12W 
SA Ship A Equitorial Pacific 00 18N 161.42W 
SB Ship B North Atlantic 62 06N 063.92W 
SC Ship C Lancaster Sound 74.57N 094.48W 
SD Ship D North Atlantic 54.0 N 053.33W 
SE Ship E North Atlantic 58 43N 055.06W 
SF Ship F North Atlantic 49 0 N 048 4 W 
SG Ship G North Atlantic 57.8 N 046.7 W 
SH Ship H North Atlantic 65.6 N 058. W 
TH Thule Greenland 76 55N 068.82W 
WI Wallops Island VLrginia 37.83N 075.48W 
WO Woomera South Australia 31.11S 136.97E 
WS White Sands New Mexico 32.38N 106.48W 
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TABLE 9
 
EXPERIMENT TECHNIQUE CODE IDENTIFICATION
 
Code Technique
 
D Drag Acceleration
 
F Diffusion Coefficient
 
G Gauge
 
L Light Scattering
 
M Mass Spectrometer
 
R Radiation Absorption
 
S Sound Speed - Grenade
 
T Thermistor
 
TABLE 10
 
SPECIAL NOTE CODE PERTAINING TO SOUNDING OR DATA
 
Symbol Explanation
 
* Graphical Data Read by Quiroz
 
/ Graphical Data Read by Minzner
 
$ Mass Density Computed From Pressure + Temperature or From
 
Number Density and Molecular Weight By Quiroz
 
- Mass Density Computed From Number Density and Molecular Weight
 
By Minzner
 
+ 	 Temperature Value From Original Source, MRN Publication or
 
Russian Paper, Applied to Density-Altitude Data For Greatest
 
Altitude Only
 
L Data Above 220 km Not Used In This Study
 
M Data Employed Comes From 3rd Order Root Mean Square Fit of Log
 
(Density) Versus Height Data
 
N 	 Two Different Experiments In Same Rocket. Time of These Obser­
vations Represents Corrected Launch Time One Hour Earlier Than
 
That Published For The Grenade-Experiment Data
 
P Pressure Data Provided By Author
 
Q Data Adjusted To Eliminate Identical Values of Density For Success
 
Altitudes To Prevent The Blow Up of The Temperature Calculation
 
S Density Data Smoothed In Part
 
T Temperature Data Provided By Author
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TABLE 11-
SIGNIFICANCE OF ISEQ CODE WHICH SEPARATES MULTIPLE SOUNDINGS 
OCCURRING AT THE SAME TIME AND LOCATION 
Which of 4 Portion Continuity 
Sensing of of ISEQ 
Methods Sounding Sounding Code 
1st Method One Leg Continuous Blank 
Ist Method Up Leg Continuous 1 
lst Method Down Leg Continuous 2 
Ist Method One Leg Highest Segment 3 
lst Method One Leg Lower Segment 4 
Ist Method One Leg Lowest Segment 5 
Ist Method Up Leg Highest Segment 6 
Ist Method Up Leg Lower Segment 7 
1st Method Up Leg Lowest Segment 8 
Ist Method Down Leg Highest Segment 9 
Ist Method Down Leg Lower Segment + 
Ist Method Down Leg Lowest Segment 
2nd Method One Leg Continuous A 
2nd Method Up Leg Continuous B 
2nd Method Down Leg Continuous C 
2nd Method One Leg Highest Segment D 
2nd Method One Leg Lower Segment E 
2nd Method One Leg Lowest Segment F 
2nd Method Up Leg Highest Segment G 
2nd Method Up Leg Lower Segment H 
2nd Method Up Leg Lowest Segment J 
2-nd Method Down Leg Highest Segment K 
2nd Method Down Leg Lower Segment L 
2nd Method Down Leg Lowest Segment M 
3rd Method One Leg Continuous N 
3rd Method Up Leg Continuous 0 
3rd Method Down Leg Continuous P 
3rd Method One Leg Highest Segment Q 
3rd Method One Leg Lower Segment R 
3rd Method One Leg Lowest Segment S 
3rd Method Up Leg Highest Segment T 
3rd Method Up Leg Lower Segment U 
3rd Method Up Leg Lowest Segment V 
3rd Method Down Leg Highest Segment W 
3rd Method Down Leg Lower Segment X 
3rd Method Down Leg Lowest Segment Y 
4th Method One Leg Continuous Z 
4th Method Up Leg Continuous / 
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TABLE 11 (Continued)
 
Which of 4 Portion 

Sensing of 

Methods Sounding 

4th Method Down Leg 

4th Method One Leg 

4th Method One Leg 

4th Method One Leg 

4th Method Up Leg 

4th Method Up Leg 

4th Method Up Leg 

4th Method Down Leg 

4th Method Down Leg 

4th Method Down Leg 

Continuity
 
of ISEQ
 
Sounding Code
 
Continuous -
Highest Segment $
 
Lower Segment
 
Lowest Segment
 
Highest Segment =
 
Lower Segment Unassigned
 
Lowest Segment Unassigned
 
Highest Segment Unassigned
 
Lower Segment Unassigned
 
Lowest Segment Unassigned
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With regard to the density monotonicity test, the density pro­
file was tested for inversions. If an inversion occurs, an error print­
out routine is activated identifying the inversion. Owing to the
 
several possible sources for density inversions, no attempt at correc­
tion was programmed, but rather, each case is inspected visually. The
 
inversions may occur at isolated points or at several points within
 
certain sounding segments. Many soundings contain inversions and the
 
sources of these errors is presently under investigation
 
The Fortran IV program listing appears in Table 12, with the
 
various operations described by appropriate comments.
 
Other programming efforts conducted in this study are considered
 
in the next section.
 
B. Other Programming Efforts
 
In addition to the program described in the previous section, work
 
has also been performed reflecting continued progress in the overall
 
problem of the analysis of data contained in the sounding-data inventory.
 
This section describes computer programs dealing with the correction of
 
certain thermistor temperature data and the study of the correlation
 
between atmospheric density and solar flux.
 
1. Thermistor Temperature Data Correction. Referring to the 1965
 
Croatan Rawinsonde data, Finger and Woolf (Ref ii) have pointed out
 
certain necessary temperature corrections Bead thermistor errors de­
rive from such considerations as external (solar) radiation incident
 
on the sensor, the sensor's time constant, and the instrument's fall
 
velocity. The necessary corrections vary with each particular type of
 
instrument used. All temperatures measured by Finger and Woolf were
 
obtained using the Arcasonde 1A instrument Along with the (uncorrec­
ted) temperature data listings, Mr. Woolf kindly sent a set of appli­
cable corrections, after Drews (Ref. 12), for this particular instru­
ment These are listed in Table 13.
 
In the Croatan measurements, the temperature samplings were
 
made, in general, at non-integer altitudes. Furthermore, the tempera­
ture scale used was Centigrade rather than Kelvin, which is the basis
 
for the present tabulations. Accordingly, it is necessary to correct
 
all the Croatan temperature data for heights in excess of 40 km accord­
ing to the above scheme and to convert all temperatures to the Kelvin
 
scale.
 
Toward this end a two part program, listed in Table 14, was
 
written in Fortran IV for the IBM-7094 computer. A flow chart for
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IIETAE REGAISTER MEMORY
 
ENRTER IPU CR OUTSA DATA I
 
ARRANGE DAT IN STANDARD FORMAT PRINT OUT ERROR 
INFORMATION 
TNSERT sES
-
]DETEORREC TOI ~NF CARFARDORDER TIOTOOATTUE 
Yes IS
 
No,
 
ALT -AR >-coc
DATA
ARANERT*ISOUN DlFORAPEO ERO 
DEEMN PRPRSER UD9N OTP
No@
 
Figure i. Simplified flow chart original data decks - reproces­
sing - 1. 
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TABLE 12. FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
 
$JOB 140610 2 IN-LAB-MIN-Z-NER-DECK ita OZO....O ..-1---

$EXECUTE IBJOB
 
$IBJOB ALTIO
 
$IBFTC MAIN
 
C ORIGINAL DATA DECKS - REPROCESSING - 1
 
C E. D. SCHULTZ, GCA, 1 MARCH 1969
 
C ..... CALE-7A5) ERC 1451 RING OUT.
 
C CALL (BS) ERC 1110 RING IN
 
C CALL (B6) SCRATCH RING IN
 
C ERC TAPE 1206, MASTER OF 442 SOUNDINGS
 
C ERC TAPE 1451 , COPY OF TAPE 1206
 
C ERC TAPE 1110 , OUTPUT , REFORMED VERSION
 
--- C- -- F--442--OONDT -
C ERC TAPE 1465 , COPY OF TAPE 1110 
C THIS PROGRAM REPROCESSES ORIGINAL 
C ROCKET SOUNDING DATA DECKS, 442 IN 
C NUMBER, WHICH HAD BEEN MAINTAINED IN 
C 5 DIFFERENT FORMAT TYPES. PROGRAM 
PUTS ALL DECKSTNDARDFORMAT
 
C AS FOLLOWS ...
 
C 
C NAME FORMAT DEFINITION OF VARIABLE COLMS
 
C
 
C IDATE A6 YEARMONTHDAY OF ROCKET SOUNDING, GMT 01-06
 
C TtIME A4 GMT HOUR AND MINUE OF ROCKET SOUNDING 07-10
 
C ISITE A3 LAUNCH SITE OF SOUNDING 11-13
 
C ISEQ-- I- A ONE-CHARACTER SEQUENCE DESIGNATION FOR CASES
 
C WHERE MORE THAN ONE DATA SET APPLIES AT THE
 
- C - -SAME SITE, I.E.T IN UP AND DOWN LEGS OF ONE
 
C SOUNDING, IN TWO OR MORE SETS OF INDEPENDENT
 
MEASUREMENTS AT THE SAME SITE, IN A SINGLE UP
 
C OR DOWN LEG BROKEN INTO SEVERAL SEGMENTS
 
C --BECAUSE OF LARGE GAPS, OR A COMBINATION OF THESE 14
 
C ALT F8.2 ALTITUDE OF ROCKET THERMO DATA IN KM 15-22 
C DENSI E12.5 ROCKET DENSITY IN KG/(CUBIC METER) 23-34 
C TEMP F7.1 ROCKET TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES K 35-41 
- -- --- T---R-S--UR--IT-- EWTOYTSQOUC 4-2:--5-3R~RESn 2----S N ER... 

C ISEQ I5 SEQUENTIAL COUNT OF RECORD ON TAPE 81-85
 
C
 
C NO PRESSURES ARE INCLUDED IN THE
 
C .... CURRENT REPROCESSED-DECKS.
 
C PROGRAM ALSO PERFORMS MONOTONICITY
 
-------- -...... TnTr -- A- -TnT-ODCA -NSTTY;--
C 
C - EACH SOUNDING IS PRECEDED BY A BLANK 
C SEPARATER RECORD (WHICH INCLUDES A 
C ..- RECORDS COUNT - FREC) FOLLOWED BY 
C TWO HEADER REDORDS CONTAINING THE 
--ULL -TTFORA Tf...
 
C
 
C FIRST HENDEgfRECORD
 
C
 
C NAME FORMAT DEFINTTION OF VARIABLE COLMS
 
C
 
C BLANK FIELD OF 2 SPACES 01-02
 
C IDATE A6 YEAR, MONTH, DAY OF SOUNDING, GMT 03-08
 
.. C ITIME A4 GMT HOUR AND MINUTE OF SOuNhIN-G .... 09-12
 
..... . _61 
-- 
TABLE_ qcontinued_
 
-- " 
-C0D1CD6 
Q IST-rT L A3 LAUN(-H SITEUF SOUNDN 13-
C ISEQ Al SEE IDENTIFICATION ABOVE 16 
SC -- T-CH ... AZ T E-CRN 0- -O-rETT ER-Z7 .E........ 17-
C SOLl F6.1 10.7 CM SOLAR FLUX INDEX ON DAY PRECEDING 
C SouNDI-NG- .19-
C SOL2 F6.1 10.7 CM SOLAR FLUX INDEX ON DAY OF SOUNDING 25-
BLANK FIELD OF 12 SPACES RESERVED FOR FOUR -
C 3-DIGIT GEOMAGNETIC FIELD INDICES 31-
C w..... -Z L- -APP'AR --T " 43-
C SUB F6.1 SUB SOLAR ANGLE 49-
C sRD-W ....- Eo.- D--.-OW--HEIGR-TAOVE-LAUNCH -SITE, KT - 55-
C BLANK FIELD OF 1 SPACE 6! 
" _-- -TOA------T4 -- FGHEA-14--L -T-ODrU3O-ONUTNG CINTEGER -M - 66-
C BOTA 14 LOWEST ALTITUDE OF SOUNDING (INTEGER), KM 70-
C L ------ -1Z -NUMBER O-F-gjtzfTA--P--I-y IN SOU-NDIG 74-
C REF A4 LITERATURE REFERENCE FOR SOUNDING 77-
C IEQ- 15 .SEUENTIAC-COUNT-OF R-ECORD-ON TAPE 81-
C 
E-S-CCN-D- F-ERUDER- RE-CO--
C 
C -BLANK FIELD OF 1 SPACE - 01 
C IDATE A6 YEAR, MONTH, DAY OF SOUNDING, GMT 02-
C ITIME A4 GMT HOUR ANDMAINJTE - SOUNDING 08-
C ISITE A3 LAUNCH SITE OF SOUNDING 12­
"cWYS-EQ- A-1 SEE IDENTIFICATION ABOVE I1c 
C RAD F9.3 EFFECTIVE EARTH RADIUS AT LAUNCH SITE 16-
C -- GRAV -F8.-6 INVERTED RATIO OF GRAVIFY- .... 25-
C BLANK FIELD OF 1 SPACE 33 
C -- S-TCD 13- -SITE NUMER CODE-. 34-
C TKCD 13 TECHNIQUE NUMBER CODE _37-
C LTCD 12 LATITUDE NUMBER CODE 40­
--C NOTE A4 SPECIAL NOTE CODE PERTAINING TO DATA 42-
C sBCD-13 .... SUB SOLAR NGLE NUMBER CODE 46-
C SOCD1 12 10.7 SOLAR FLUX NUMBER CODE (DAY PRECEDING 
c--------..- .OUNDING.. 49-
C SOCD2 12 
I 26 
10.7 SOLAR FLUX NUMBER CODE 
6CLASS DIURN- C--u1ER UC r 
(DAY OF SOUNDING) 
--
51­
53-
C DICD3 12 3-CLASS DIURNAL NUMBER CODE 55-
C SEA16 13 16-SEASON NUMBER CODE 57-
C SEAX II EXTREME SEASON NUMBER CODE 6C 
C--SEA4 Ii 4-SEASON NUMBER CODE 61 
C SEA2 12 2-SEASON NUMBER CODE 62-
C SEA8 11 8-SEASON NUMBER CODE 67 
C BLANK FIELD OF 16 SPACES 65­
-- - - - S- UE T " -­ - -EC D --ON- P-E .... 81-
NSET=O 
"YWETLSTON LTSUTWUENOX-S1IUU)OD-NY¥TU DlTEMPS-( FOOT --
INTEGER YRDAY.HR,Z 
RLAD (bu9o0) NL)CKS 
900 FORMAT(14) 
"C- 1----VCKS-TS-TRfE-NUM-BER--0r--DECKS TO BE 
C PROCESSED DURING A GIVEN RUN. NSET
 
-C----RE-I-TER OFlTHE-DECK NUMBER. 
C 
 IREC IS A CONSECUTIVE COUNTER 
C RLGISTLRING LV-RY -R"D-UT'oN -
C OUTPUT TAPE INCLUDING SEPARATER 
. ..--- CARRJT HEADER CARDS, ANU.-AILECAL-T-ITU 
62=_ 
TABLE 12 (Continued)
 
Z DATACA RD S-
READ (5,901) PER,ZETMSIGN,KPLUS,LTRA,LTRBLTRCLTRY,LTRZKBLNK1,
 
1KBLNK2,BLNK1,BLNK4,BLNKS,BLNK6
 
901 FORMAT(9AI,AI,A2,AIA4,A5,A6)
 
C READ CHARACTERS .O-+ABCYZ AND BLANK
 
C FIELDS KBLNK1,2 AND BLNKP-BLNK6 USED
 
----- ----..- N DENSITYFORN-T TESTENG-AND
 
C CODE TESTING.
 
ISTAY=O -

IREC=O 
READ (5,983) GM.HIZKYZMSTHAI;WOECFC,BSSFSG,SH,HASASBAQ, 
ICA,SEENDALT,K1,K2,K3,K4,K9,JOOJO1,JO2,JO3,J4,J05 
-- EORMAT(3A27TTf,3--, 3AT-,A2,A6,5A ,-T T ---
READ (5,984) J06,JO7,JO8,J09,J10,Jll,J12J13,J14,J17,J18,J19,J20,
 
iJ21,J22,J24,J27,J29,J30,J48,J49,J5O,J51,J52,J53,J54,J55,J58,J61,
 
2J62,J63,J64,J65
 
984 FORMAT(6A2,6A2,6A2,6A2,6A2,3A2)-

C READ SITE DESIGNATIONS AND SELECTED
 
C NUMERALS FOR USE IN SITE, ISEC, AND
 
C DATE TESTING. 
- - -E~NDALT IS ALT OF FINAL ALT-DATA CARD 
C USED FOR TRIPOUT TO END THE PROGRAM. 
-45 READ (8,902) ISIGN,KIND 
902 FORMAT(18XA1,I1) 
-- C- READ IST SEPARATECR- RYH-I-CP 
C INCLUDES IN COLS. 19 AND 20 A 
C. ..- 1-,--3- OR -5 IDENTIFYING I OF 5 
C DIFFERENT FORMATS OF THE ALT-DATA 
C CARDS. SFT KIND = THIS NUMERIC CODE. 
C ISIGN SHOULD ALWAYS EQUAL MSIGN C-). 
5n NSET = NSET+I 
C INCREMENT SOUNDING COUNT.
 
IF(NDCKS-NSET) 1000,60,60----------------... ..
 
6o NORD=I

-C NORD-ISA REGISTER UESIGNATING
 
C 1ST, 2ND, OR HIGHER NUMBER ALT-DATA
 
C R-EC-ORD IN A SOUNDTNG.
 
DENSA=O.OE-38
 
DENSB=OoOE-38
 
DENSC=O.OE-38
 
READ (8,938FMON,DAYYRCZ,HR,MIN-,LR,SITE,TECH,SOL1,SOL2,TM,SUB,
 
1SHDW1.SHDW2,NOTEREF
 
938 FORMAT (2XA2,1XA2,1XA2,AI,A2,1XA2,AI,1XA2,1xAI,IXA5,1XA5,3A6,A3,12X
lAg, 1XA4) -- - ­
-c -EN-Y-SN HEADER CARD. SEE COMMENTS 
C AT BEGINNING OF PROGRAM FOR VARIABLE 
C DEFTUTIONO- --
READ (8,939) RAD1,RAD2,GRAVIGRAV2,STCD,LTCD,TKCDSEA16,SEAX,SEA4,
 
- 1SER2;-SLA8,SCDlCDI;SOCD2,DICD6,DICUY--'5 
939 FORMAT(18XA6,A3,4XA6,A2,15XA3,A1,2A3,2A1,A2,A1,A3,4A2)
 
C READ-V ZD7lEADER-CARD.
 
IREC = IREC+I 
C .. -INCREMENT
.-- RECORD COUNT BEFORE
 
C TRANSFERRING CARD TO TAPE.
 
WRITE (9,962) IREC
 
WRITE (6,962) IREC
 
962 - FOEAT(8OIV) 63 
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TRANSFER 'SFPWATER-CAWD-T6-APL, 
C DROPPING FORMAT IDENTIFICATION CODL, 
C -UGLOICALC-UNIT 9 Ia OUo-P-rT TAPE, 
C LOGICAL UNIT 6 IS OFF LINE PRINTER. 
f " :.2oAND.KIND.NE.AND.kIN;NE4.AND.KIND.-KI- N D-N-5.--ANNNf4U 
1NE.5) GO TO 800
 
c IF FORMAT CANNOT BE DETERMINED; GO-

C ERROR SECTION.
 
.. . . GO--TO-_T-U-ZtTU 4T7 rn m -	 .DT;.... U . ... 
C BRANCH TO TYPE OF FORMAT. KIND=4QA 
- ..... T AE"DTIC-AL wT-TFi-RESPECT T( 
C DENSITY FORMAT. 
l-Or".. R EADWTB- -q9OWT-JF-UTET,D-AS -~SR 'M LI SFZ2- -­
904 FORMAT(A2,14X2A6,A4,1XA6,4XA5,A6)
 
C . ......-.. "RED-L-UATA CAR1. JFLD -IS A TRAP
 
C FOR NEXT SEPARATER CARD. DENS IS
 
C .. .......... REA IN TWO A-FORMrTFORMS FOR
 
C MANIPULATION. READ SOLAR FLUX DATA
 
C 	 IF INCLUDE-DON KUFTIDRTWCARDS.
 
IF(JFLD.EQ.KBLNK2) GO TO 200
 
C IF CARD JUST READ IN IS A SEPARATEF
 
C CARD TRANSFER.
 
IF(DENSR.EQoBLNK4) GO TO 110
 
C IF THIS CARD DOES NOT CONTAIN UENSI'
 
C DATA, TRANSFER.
 
WRITE (11,905) DENSQ,DENSR,DENSQ,DENSR
 
- 905 FORMAT(1XA6,1XA4 1XA6-1)(XA4) . ... 
C DENSITY IS WRITTEN TWICE ON SCRATCH 
C TAPE. 
GO TC 108
 
102 READ (8,906) JFLD,ALTDENSQ.DENSRTEMPsFLX1,SFLX2
 
906 FORMAT(P2,14XA6,A5,A4,1XA6,5XA5,A6)
 
...... .IF(JFLD.EQ.KBLNK2) GO-TO-200 ...
 
IF(DENSR.EQ.BLNK4) GO TO 110
 
.......... .WRIT i , 9E7 -IENsYEM RUEM3RT.. ............
 
907 FORMAT(2XA5,IXA4,2XA5,1XA4)
 
103 READ (8,906) JFLDALT,DENSQDENSRTEMP,SFLX1,SFLX2
 
I (YFTJU.E Q. KETNK2V_GO_OTo20 _ 
IF(DENSR.EQ.BLNK4) GO TO 110 
WRITE (1,908) DENSODENSRDENSQDENSR -­
908 FORMAT(lXA5,2XA4,1XA5,2XA4) 
GO TO 108I 
_ __104 READ (8,909) JFLDALTDENS1,DENS2,DENS3,DENSQDENSR,TEMP,SFLX1, 
1SFLX2 
909 FORMAT(A2,14XA6,3AIA2,A4,1XA6,5XA5,A6) 
TrF-jFLD.EO.KBLNK2) GO TO 200 -
IF(DENSREQ.BLNK4) GO TO 110
 
C FOLLOWING INSIRUtIIONS MANIPULAIL
 
C FORMAT OF -4 OR -5 TYPE DATA.
 
r-F__-_ --.-	 .NMQETY IEN;_BNKI;--D 105TEIf ]ER-

WRITE (11,975) DENSR
 
.	 975 ----FORMATT4RD.I1-A-4)-
C SHIFT DECIMAL POINT AND ADJUST 
C____ EPNt,.XP.NLNI. 
BACKSPACE 11
 
-RE-AD--(-,I 916) LUKM 
64
 
___ __ ___ ____ _ 
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976 	 FORMAT(E8.1) --

BACKSPACE 11
 
EFORM = EFORM*10.0
 
WRITE (11,976) EFORM
 
BACKSPACE 11
 
READ (11,977) DENSR
 
977 -FORMAT(4XA4)-
BACKSPACE 11
 
WRITE (11,910) DENS1,DENS3,DENS2,DENSQ,DENSR,DENS1,DENS3,DENS2,
 
1DENSQ,DENSR
 
910 FORMAT(1X3A1,A2,2XA4,1X3AI,A2,2XA4)
 
GO TO 108
 
---- WW1TE1Tr7WfT EN-S,gDNSRiY N5 D-EhTS1C - --IT 	 DTNT 

911 FORMAT(2XA1,A2,3XA4,2XA1,A293XA4)
 
108 BACKSPACE 11.
 
READ (11,912) DENSIDENSX-DENSY
 
9F 2 FORMAT(EI2.5,2A6)
BACKSPACE 11 	 _ _______ 
-C BACKSPACE 11 READ DENSITY BACK TWFCER-ROM-SCRATCH 
C TAPE, FIRST IN E-FORMAT 
C FOR TESTING, THEN IN A-FORMAT 
C CONTAINING PROPERLY SPACED BLANKS 
C - IN STANDARD FORMAT - FOR TRANSFER 
C TO OUTPUT TAPE. 
-TIOf WRITE (11,970) ALT­
970 FORMAT(1XA6) 
C .. TRANSFER ALT fO SCRATCH TAPE IN 
C A FORMAT _AND READ IT BACK AS AALT IN 
C F FORMAT FOR TESTING. 
BACKSPACE 11
 
READ (119971) AALT
 
971 FORMAT(FT.2)
 
BACKSPACE 11
 
WRITE 	 (11,988) BLNK6 
C ADVANCE SCRATCH TAPE TO AVOID OVERUSE 
C OF SAME SPOT. 
. BA TJ AIT-
C SET BOTTOM ALTITUDE EQUAL TO CURRENT 
C ALTITUDE. 
GO TO (115,125,135),NORD
 
C ALT AND DENSI ARE NOV-IN STANDARD
 
C FORMAT. PERFORM MONOTONICITY TESTS.
 
C 	 ~~~~NOR-W---EM3Y1E -W-O-TRUEW-OR DE R--O-W 
C ALTITUDE-DATA CARDS.
 
115 NORD=2
 
C- 115 ENTERED ON IST (HIGHEST) ALT-DATA
 
C 	 CARI-
C 	 INCREMENT NORD REGISTER.
 
- IT -=-T<FENn1--	 - _ 
C CLEAR ISEQ SPACE. 
C FOLLOW I- -1-TRiJCTIONS TEST CERTAIN 
C PREDETERMINED SOUNDINGS TO SET 
IF(SITE.EQ.GM.OR.SITE.EQHI.OR.SITEEQZKYOR.SITE.EQ.ZMSOR.SITE.
 
I Q.TH.OR.SITE.EQ;AI.OR.SITE.EQ.WO.OR.SITE.EQ.HU.OR.SITE.EQS.OR.
 
2SITE.EQ.SB.OR.SITEEQ.AQOR.SITE.EQCA) GO TO 111
 
..r(MON.F. b71 .A N1-D.EQ2AND.YT EQI-J58-A7HRE-[J8-.AND.M IN. 
___  ____ __ ___ 	 -65 
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1LQoJ48-AND.LiR.EQ.LTRb) ISEQ = LIRC
 
IF(MON.EQ.J12.ANDDAY.EQ.JOT.AND.YREQJ63.ANDHR.EQJ13.AND.MIN
 
IF(MONEQ.JO6.AND.DAY.EQ.JO7.AND.YREQ.J62.AND.HR.EQ.JOO.AND.MIN, 
.....-EQOVJ5AND*oLTR7UQLTRB) I--SEO = LTRC-
IF(MON.EQ.JO6°AND.DAY.EQ.JO6AND.YREQ.J61AND.HR.EQ.J21.AND.MIN° 
1EO.J48.AND.LTR.EQ.LTRC) ISEQ = LTRC 
_IF(ISEQ.NE.KBLNK1) 	 GO TO 111
 
IT(-ZN-EQ,.LTRZ.ANDoLTR.EQ.KBLNK1) ISEQ K3 -_
 
IF(Z.EQ.LTRY.AND.LTR.EQKBLNK1) ISEQ = K4
 
........-- IF- tt% t ANDTLfR7-Eo; TBT-- ---- ........
j R'r 	 E ...-..
 
_IF(Z.EQ.LTRY.AND.LTR.EQoLTRB) 	 ISEQ = KPLUS 
..... 	 I-F-U--SO-TNE7-K'BINK 2T-GO-I TIT--
--
IF(MON.EQ.JO3.AND.DAY.EQ.JO9.AND.YR.EQOJ63,ANDHR.EQ.JOOAND.MIN 
-a 1IE -.* J-0- ANDT 1 ° c-.CFfA -G0 -1 _ -
IF(MON.EQ.JO3.AND.DAY.EQ.JO9,AND.YR.EQ.J63.AND.HR.EQ.JOO.AND.MIN. 
- EQ.JO1.AND.LTR.EQ.LTRB) GO TO 111 
IF(MON.EQ.JO2.AND.DAY.EQ.J13.AND.YR.EQ.J64.AND.HR.EQ.JO4.AND.MIN. 
l___.__30-.Z .-LANDTR--EQ-.RA) GOTO 111. -.---- . 
IF(MON.EQ°JO2.AND.DAY.EQoJ13.AND.YR.EQ.J64AND.HR.EQ.JO4AND.MIN. 
. IEQ.J30AND-LYR.E~oLTRB) GO TO 111 
IF(LTR.EQ.LTRA) ISEQ = K1 
IF(LTR.EQ.LTRS) SEQ =K2
 
111 TALT = AALT
 
- C RECORD HIGH LST UDEL ........
 
L=I 
C L AND I USED TO COUNT ALT-DATA 
C -. . . CARDS IN SOUNDING. --
C FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS TEST CERTAIN 
C PREDETERMINED SOUNDNGS TO EXTRACT 
C- -_AND STANDARDIZE SOLAR FLUX DATA. 
I F (S1 T E-.EQ. GM.OR T E- E. H I • OR.S I TE .zEQ ZK. ORZSI fE. EQT.ZMS. OR.S I T E 
1EQ.TH.ORSITE.EQ.AI.OR.SITE.EQ.WO.OR.SITEEQ.EG.ORSITE.EQ.FC.OR.
 
2SITE EQ.BSOR. SITE. .SF. 5 IT.Q.S.ORITEThQ.tH)GO TO 3000 
IF(SITE.EQ.AQ) GO TO 2001 
IF(SITE.EQ.SE) GO TU 2010 
IF(MON.EQ.JO8.AND.DAY.EQ.JO7.AND.YREQJ51) GO TO 2004
 
IFC MON.Eo.JO5 .AND.DAY.EQJIOoAND.YR.EQj65 GO TO 2008 
IF(MON.EQ.JO5ANDDAY.EQJII.AND.YR.EQ.J65) GO TO 2008 
fF7MObN.EQ*J12.AND.DAY.EQ.J17;AND.YR.E.J64)- GOYO--OO8 -­
IF(MON.EQOJIIAND.DAY.EQJ17.ANDYR.EQ.J64) GO TO 2008
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO6.AND.DAY°EO.J17.AND°YR.EQJ64) GO TO 2008
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO6.AND.DAY°EQ.J18.AND.YREQoJ64) GO TO 2008
 
TF(MON.EQ.JO.ANDJDAYEQ1ZAY.-Y jr6-4FW--TO-O-09
 
__ _ 	 IF(MON.EQ.JO6.AND.DAY.EQ.J24.AND.YR°EQJ55) GO TO 2006 
I-FTM-o?-N7EU- rAND-)AYQJ2U.ANeYR* LU *JUU'G_-T -2006 .... . 
IF(MON.EQ.JO9.AND.DAY.EQJ13.ANDYR.EQ.J51) GO TO 2006 
Ih(MON..Q°JIU.ANUUAY.LuQJZtANU.YR.Lu.J ) (O010bUU LO 
_IF(MON.EQ.JO8.AND.DAY.EQ.JO5AND.YR.EQJ53) 
 GO TO 2006
 
TF-WOW-;EQTO7-Tq;N
-- - - TYAYe*EQsj ,-AND * YR * tt5m-m--G-O-TO-72
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO8.AND.DAY.EQ.JO6.AND.YR°EQJ48) GO TO 2006
 
.....IF(H6N-7EQ--Z- Now.EY,,J2T°AN W-O4--FGo TO 2006
-	 O7 
IF(MON.EQ.J11.AND.DAY.EQ.J21°AND.YREQ.J50) GO TO 2006
 
-TFlMON-EQ.JO.AND*DAY.LQ.JllAND°YR.EQ.J-3ANDLTNRLLIRZ ilo TO
 
12011
 
- -FTMNE-t.J05.ANDL)AY.LQ.J1.ANDYR.U.JJUANJLT WLTRZ)-G0 TO 
66 
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12011 ......
 
IF(MON.EQ.JOBAND.DAY.EQJ11.AND.YREQ.J53.AND.LTR.EQ.LTRY) GO TO
 
12012
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO5.AND.DAY.EQ.JII.AND.YR.EO.J50.AND.LTR.EQ.LTRY) GO TO
 
12012
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO9.AND.DAY.EQ.J29.AND.YREQJ53.AND.LTR.E.LTRA) GO TO
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO9.AND.DAY. EO.J29.AND.YR.EQ.J53.AND.LTR.EQ.LTRB) GO TO
 
12012 .. .
 
GO TO 3000
 
2001 IF(MON.E0.JO8.AND.DAY.EO.J20.ANDF&.EQ.J50) GO TO 2002
 
IF(MON.EQJO9.AND.DAY.EQ.J1O.AND.YR.EQ.JSO) GO TO 2003
 
TTF(O JDAY.AEQYJ4.AND.YR.EQ.JO) GO TO0 3 ......
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO9.AND.DAY.EQ.J27.AND.YR°EQ.J52) GO TO 2003
 
IF(MON.EQ.J1O;AND.DAY.EQ.J1.ND.YR.EQ.J52) GO TO 2003
 
IF(MON.EQ.J1O.AND.DAY.EQ.J12.ANDYR.EQ.J52) GO TO 2004
 
IF(MON.s ,JO9;AND.DAY.EQ.Jd8.AND.rR.EQ.J50) GO TO 2008
 
2006 SOLI = SFLX1
 
?o007 WRITE (11,988) SFLX2
 
988 	 FORMAT(A6)
 
BACKSPACE 11
 
READ (11,989) SFLX2
 
9-89 FORMAT(1XA5-)
 
- --- 11
_BACKSPACE 

-- S&LTY-SFLX2 	
_ 
GO TO 3000
 
-2oo 8 SOL1 = S-FLX1..........
 
2009 	WRITE (11,988) SFLX2
 
BACKSPACE 11.. .
 
READ (11,987) SFLX2
 
987 	 FORMAT(A5)
 
BACKSPACE 11
 
SOL2 = SFLX2
 
GO TO 3000
 
2002 SOLl BLNK5 -.....
 
SOL2 BLNK5
 
CO TO 	3000
 
2003 	 SOLl = SFLX1
 
SOL2 = BLNK5
 
GO TO 3000
 
-2004 	 SOLE = BLNK5 .... 
GO TO 2007
-2 t i - -S-dT-TI'=--B i K5 	
___- .... 
GO TO 3000
 
2011 SAVE1 = SFLX1
 
SAVE2 = SFLX2
 
GO TO 2006 
--­
2012 SFLX1 = SAVE1
 
..  -2 = SAVEZ
 
GO TO 2006
 
"3000 -ALTA = AALT.....
 
C STORE IST ALT FOR TESTING.
 
IF(DENSR.NEZBLIK4) GO T0C1fB- _ 
116 	 DENSX = BLNK6
 
DENSY = BLNK6
 
GO TO 119
 
---- - IFNOWDEN3TTVTRT CARW STORE BLANKS 
67 
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IN APPROPRIAIE FED'IDc-TY--UTIP1T rAPE 
118 DENSA = DENSI 
--C- -
-IF-D---Sq-T-Y f-S-PRIESENT-, STORE FIRST 
C DENSI FOR TESTING. 
1---9- -A[TS-(IFT--=ET - ........-
DENXSI(I) = DENSX 
____TEMPS(I) 
LENYSYT) = 
= 
DENSY 
TEMP 
. C .... -- TOTE--A ET ,-DENS , A N D77--TE MP--I N 
C DIMENSIONED ARRAY FOR LATER TRANSFE
 
----C-- -. - ..- . - .--- - ... . .. r o i r;- .. . .. .... I 
IF (MON.EQ.JO6.AND.DAY.EQ.J24.AND.YR.EQ.J65.AND.HR.EQ.Jo6.AND.MIN 
____- IEQ.nDTAND -ET7EDT-)-53TU2oo~ 
C TEST FOR LAST RECORD. 
- 120 G'O TO (-i,Io2,10-3 ,T04,1"54T-K- r .... 
C ACQUIRE NEXT CARD.
 
'125 NORD-3 
C 125 ENTERED ON 2ND ALT-DATA CARD,
 
C INCMENTNOR'D REGIST-R.---­
L=2 
1=2ALTB =AALT 
C . A - . - STORE 2ND ALT -FOR TESTfN-. 
IF(DENSR.EQ.BLNK4) GO TO 116
 
IF(DENSA.EQ.O.OE-38) GO TO 126
 
DENSB = DENSI
 
GO TO 119 
126 DENSA = DENSI 
GO TO 119 
C THE PRECEEDING FEW INSTRUCTIONS 
C EQUATE DENsI WITH LTHE EISA OR 
C DENSB DEPENDING ON WHETHER THIS IS
 
C THE FIRST OR CCUND--hENSTY DATA.
 
135 L = L+I 
--c- --- 3--ETE RED-ON -3R-D OR FFIGRER 
C NUMBERED ALT-DATA CARD. 
i= 1+1 
C INCREMENT L AND I TO MAINTAIN COUNT 
C OF NUMBER OF ALT--AT--CARDS 
C IN SOUNDING. 
ALTC = AALT 
C STORE PRESENT VALUE OF ALT IN ALTC. 
IF(ALTA.GT.ALTB.AND.ALTB.GT.ALTC) GO TO 136 
GO TO 810 
-_-C--------. - Y 'wEVrO TW?--WLTITD-IYES IF 
C MONOTONICALLY DECREASING. IF TEST
C "FqFS- U SE TO -ERRDR--PR INT OUT 
SECTION.
 
ALTB = ALTC 
. C OR -NT- -EST VFASSED7 REPLACE-WH'ETFER" 
C PREVIOUS AND PRESENT ALT FOR TESTIN 
C - WTTT-REXT-C A-RD 
IF(DENSR.EQ.BLNK4) GO TO 116 
_C- ______i1- t"NSI L)AI AINU -FThNCLDED-THISCARE 
C DENSI TEST IS NOT MADE. 
---- (TWTYESAE-Q;O.u-3sANU, !9 Nb 6.- EU7,O7OE3Wr- V0-13V- ­
.. .68._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C 
IF(DENSAANDE 
C 
C 
DENSC = DENSI 
C 
C 
IF(DENSDA. 
GO TO 820 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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E-36ND.DENSBO OE--38 Go TO 139
 
BRANCH TO LOCATIONS SPECIFIED IF THIS
 
EITHER THE FIRST OR SECOND DENSI DATA
 
THIS IS 3RD OR HIGHER NUMBERED DENSI
 
DATA, SO TEST CAN BE MADE.
 
-LT GO TO1 ...
fB.S-YND.DEsN;9oLT.DENSC) 
 -7 

.... 	 TEST PREVIOUS TWO DENsI VALUES IF
 
MONOTONICALLY INCREASING. IF TEST
 
FAILS, TRANSFER TO ERROR PRINT OUT
 
SECTION.
 
-1W7- DENsWUJS-_ -........
 
DENSB 	= DENSC 
C = W-ATETR-OR NOT TEST PASSED, REPLACE
 
C PREVIOUS AND PRESENT DENSI VALUES
 
C FOR TESTING WITH NEXT CARD.
 
GO TO 119
 
GO TO 119
 
C CURRENT DENSI IS 1ST DENSI VALUE.
 
139 DENSB = DENSI
 
GO TO 119
 
C CURRENT DENS! IS 2ND DENSI VALUE.
 
"27 READ (11Y,6003) TOPA,BOTA
 
6003 FORMAT(7XA3,4XA3)
 
GO To 279 - ­
200 TALT = TALT+0.50 
C 200 IS ENTERED UPON READING SEPAPATER 
C CARD. ALT FIELD_ CONTAINS FORMAT 
C TYPE (KIND). 
BALT = BALT+0.50
 
C ROUND OFF TOP AND BOTTOM ALTITUDES
 
C TO INTEGER VALUE.
 
WRITE (11,915) ALT,TALT,BALT
 
915 FORMAT(A6,2F7.2)
 
BACKSPACE 11
 
IF(MON.EQ.JO6.ANDDAYEO.J24.AND.YREQJ65.ANDHR.EQ.JO6.AND.MIN.
 
1EQ.JO7.AND.ALT.EQ.ENDALT) GO TO 277
 
C IF THIS IS LAST CARD TO BE PROCESSED
 
C ... TR-ANSF'ER.
 
READ (11,917) ISIGNKINDTOPABOTA
 
VT7-T A AfT(2-X-AII1,3XA3,4XA3
 
279 	 BACKSPACE 11
 
IREC = IREC4. ..
 
WRITE (9,963) YRMON,DAYHR.MIN,SITEISEQTECHSOL1,SOL2,TM,SUBq
 
1SHDw1,SHDW2,TOPA,BOTA,LREFREC 
-
WRITE (6,963) YR,MON,DAYtHRMIN,SITEISEQTECHSOL1,SOL2-,TM,SUB, 
-SBUT[TT-D ,TOPA,bUTALREF,IREC 
963 FORMAT(2X6A2,1XA1,1XA1,1XA51lXA5,12X2A6,1XA6,A3,2XA3,1XA3,I3,A4,I5
1).. .. . ...
 
C WRITE 1ST HEADER CARD ON OUTPUT
 
C7 .. . .. --. YAPE-V--ARIABLE ARE DEFINED IN
 
C COMMENTS AT BEGINNING OF PROGRAM.
 
IREC = IREC+1 
WRITE (9,965) YR,MONDAY,HRMIN,SITEISEQRAD1,RAD2,GRAV1,GRAV2, 
1STCD,TKCD,LTCD,NOTE,SBCDSCD1-o-,OCD2,UZ6,OIFCDSEA16,SEAX,SEA4, 
___ _ 	 69 
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23EA2.SLA8,qIREC
 
WRITE (6,965) YRMONDAYHRMIN,SITEISEQRAD1,RAD2,GRAV1,GRAV2*
 
-I-TC---T-----7----- ST-tDNT;8tDSoCUf szoRoDTCD76;DICD-OTN-EAI6,SEXtSEA4
 
2SEA2,SEA8,IREC
 
965 FORNAT 1X6A2,1XA1,A,;A3,A6,A2,X2A3,1XA1 ,A4,AS,4A2,A3,2A1,A2,A1,
 
1X15) WRITE 2NDH AS-EI-.
 
_____2V31=0..... . ...- ITL(... .	 .. DO-2U -I -- . .... 	 ..
 
C DO LOOP PROVIDES FOR EXTRACTING
 
C-. .. .. . . FOC ED DATAFFROM uIME-NsIONED
 
C STORAGE AND WRITING ON OUTPUT TAPE.
 
IREC-TREU .....
I-  
C FOLLOWING TESTS ARE MADE FOR 
-- C .. . .. PW--UETE-RINEU-CARDS-OUT OF PLACE. 
C REARRANGEMENT IS THEN ACCOMPLISHED. 
------	 I FC(IRE-C.EQ.i1i409F GO- TO- 3121 ... 
IF(ISTAY.EQO.1) GO TO 3110
 
.. ..... ]I EIw E 84~2) GO TO 3113 . ... ... .
 
IF( IREC.EQ.843) GO TO 3114
 
--	 IF(IREC.EQ.10266) GO TO 3115­
IF(IRECoEQ.10267) GO TO 3116
 
IF(FREc.EO.1O268)-- TO 3117­
IF(IPEC.EQ.11274) GO TO 3118
 
IF(IREC.EQ.11275) GO TO 3119
 
IF(IREC.EQ.11398) GO TO 3120
 
IF_( -.EQ 2157) GO TO 3122
 
IF(IREC.EQ.12158) GO TO 3123
 
IF(IREC.EQ.13784) GO TO 3125
 
3110 WRITE (9;913) YRMONDAYHRMINSITEISEQALTS(ITDENxS(I),
 
1DENYS'l),TEMPS(I),IREC
 
913 FORMAT(6A2,1XA1,2X3A6,1XA6,39xI5)
 
WRITE (6,969) YR,MON,DAYHRMIN,SITE,ISEQ,ALTS(I),DENXS(I),
 
I NYS (-ITTEMP-(l), IRtC_. . . .. ... . . . . .
 
969 FORMAT(1X6A2,1XA1,2X3A6,1XA6,39XI5)
 
GO TO 1399
 
3113 WRITE (9913) YR,MON,DAYHRMIN,SITEISEQALTS(60),DENXS(60),
 
3i13 WRITE (6,913) YRMON,D-AY,HRMINSITEISEQALTS(60),DbENXS(60),
 
1DENYS(60),TEMPS(60),IREC
 
1--ENYs(60TEMPS(60,IRE . .
 
GO TO 1399
 
3114 WRITE (9,913) YRMONDAYHRMINSITE,ISEQ,ALTS(W9TDNXS-5T,
 
3114 WRITE (6,913) YR,MON,DAYHRMINSITEISEQ,ALTS(59),DENXSt59),

fCFENT9- 59-V _rEEP79-(_5iY R . ... .. . ... . ... 
1DENYSU59) ,TEMPS(59)tIREC 
- GO To 1399 --.-­
3115 WRITE (9,913) YRMONDAYHRMINSITEISEQ,ALTS(9).DENXS(9),
IT-V-W RTTU--T6w-rI 3 -Y MUNL) AYHXgMIN-t S1TE9YEAL-TS-9-TENXSY9% 
­
IDENYS(9),TEMPS(9),IREC 
-TENYY9);TEMPS(9-|TREC 
-.. ..... 
GO TO 1399
 
3116- WRITE-Tg,913)-YRMONiDAY,HR,MINSITE-;rSEQAUTS(7),DENXS(7),
 
3116 WRITE (6,913) YR,MON.DAYHR,MIN.SITEISEQALTS(7),DENXS(7),
 
-=DNYD-T-T,rE M-S-T7TlTR-EC....
 
1DENYSY7),TEMPS(7)hIREC
 
GO _TO I "... 
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TABLE 12 (Continued)
 
T1T 	 WRITE (9,913) YR,MON,DAYHTMIN,SITE,ISE5,ALTS(-8),DENXS(8 
3117 WRITE (6,913) YR,MONgDAY,HRMINSITEISEQALTS(8),DENXS(8),
 
1DENYS(8),TEMPS(8),IREC
 
1DENYSY8),TEMPS(8),IREC
 
GO TO 1399
 
3118 WRITE (9,913) YRMON,DAYHRMINSITE,ISEQ,ALTS(2),DENXS(2),
 
3-1i8 WRIT ,9E 3 YR,MON,DAY,HR,MIN,SIQTE,IS ALTSC2).DN-XS(2)
 
1DENYS(2),TEMPS(2),IREC
 
TDENYSY2),TEMPS(2),IREC
 
GO TO 1399
 
3119 WRITE (9";913) YRMONDAY.HRMIN,-I-TEISEQ,ALTS(1),DENXS(I),
 
3119 WRITE (6,913) YRMONDAYHIRMINSITEISEQALTS(1),DENXS(1).
 
7IUENYTTI TMPS( 1), IR.L
 
IDENYS[I),TEMPS(1),IREC
 
GO TO 1399
 
3120 	 ISTAY=1
 
IREC=IREC-1
 
GO TO 1399
 
3121 ISTAY=O
 
WRITE (9,913) YR,MON,DAY,HR,MINSITE,ISEQ,ALTS(6).DENXS(6),
 
WRITE (6,913) YR,MON,DAY,HR,MIN,SITE,ISEALTS(6),DENXS(6),
 
1DENYST6),TEMPS(6),IREC
1DENYSU6) ;TEMPS(6) ,IREC
 
IREC=[REC+1
 
3OTO 3W1 Y O AIN T S L( D­
3122 WRITE (9,913) YR,MONDAYHRMIN,SITE,ISEQ,ALTS(2),DENXS(2),
 
3122 WRITE (6913) YR,MONIDAYHR,MIN,STE;ISEQ,ALTS(2),DENXS(2),
 
1DENYS(2),TEMPS(2),IREC
 
1DENYS(2);-fEMPs(2)tIREC---------

GO TO 1399
 
..3123 WRITE (9,913) YRMONDAY,HRMIN,SITE,ISEQ,ALTS(1),DENXS(1),
 
3123 WRITE (6,913) YR,MON,DAYHRMIN,SITEISEQALTS(1),DENXS(1),
 
1DENYS(1),TEMPS(1),IREC
 
1DENYS(1),TEMPS(1),IREC
 
GO TO 1399
 
3124 WRITE (9,913) YRMON,DAYHRMIN,SITE,ISEQ,ALTS(17),DENXS(17),
 
TID37)24WhfTET(6,913)E YRN ,IDHREITECrU-SEoThc Tr DENYS ( f)7 
1DENYS(17),TEMPS(17),IREC
 
1OENYSY17),TE$IPS(17),IREC - -
GO TO 1399
 
3125 WRITE (9,913) YRMON;-oAY;FHR,MIN;,'ITEfSEQ,ALs{16)DENXS(16).
 
3125 WRITE (6,913) YRMON,DAYHR,MIN,SITEISEQALTS(16),DENXS(16),
 
1DENYSL6-),TEM!PS(16 IE
 
1DENYST16)*TEMPS(16) ,IREC
 
-- 1399 CONTINUE ......... ... .
 
203 CONTINUE
 
GO TO 50 .......
 
C PROCESS NEXT SOUNDING.
 
t---WRTTE6,918T NSlT
 
C ERROR 800 INDICATES NON ACCEPTABLE 
CI - F--R-M-A--RTTYPE.- -­
918 FORMAT(1X26HSEPARATER CARD OF DECK NO,,IS38H DOES NOT GIVE ACCEPT 
1-ABLE 	FORMAT TY~e-) ---... . 
WRITE (6,919) ISIGNKIND
 
919 FORMAT(1X24HCOLS, 19 AND 20 CONTAIN ,A1,II,1H*)
 
801 READ (5,921) SKIPISIGNKKIND
 
921- -Fo-RMAT-(A6,12X2A1)
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TABLE 12 (Continued)
 
S.KIP.EQ.BI 1-K6VCWGG-TO U________--IT-
GO TO 801
 
802 WRITE (11",-85-) -KKN-D­
985 FORMAT(A1)
 
-- BACKSPAC-E1- -
I i -

READ (11,986) KIND
 
98- -- FORMAT (II)
 
BACKSPACE 11
 
GO -T-O 	50 ..
 
IF FORMAT CANNOT BE DETERMINED, SK4P
 
C ENTTfE-DECK-"W-TFIOUT TRANSFERRING TO
 
C OUTPUT TAPE. TRANSFER ON NEXT
 
C 

--	 C . . . .. . ... . .....- EP'flC N]R--D~- ---------.. 
810 WRITE (6,950) NSETYR,MONDAY,Z,HR,MIN,LTRSITE 
950 FORMAT('IX-36HALTITUDE MONOTONICIFTY-ERROR-DECK NO.iI3,6H,DATE ,3A2, 
1A1,6HTIME ,2A2,A1,6H,SITE ,A291H,)
 
C .... . ERROR-810 INDICATES ALTITUDE
 
C MONOTONICITY ERROR.
 
951 	 FORMAT(9X6HALTA= ,F7.2,8H, ALTB= ,F7.2,8H, ALTC= ,F7.2,4H KM.)
 
820 WRITE (6,960) NSETYR,MONDAY,Z,HRMINgLTRSITE
 
960 FORMAT(36H DENSITY MONOTONICITY"ERROR-D-:1ECK -NO.,I3,6H,DATE ,3A2,
 
1A1,6H,TIME ,2A2,A1,6H,SIrE ,A2,1H,)
 
C ERROR 820 INDICAT-ES-DENSITY"
 
C MONOTONICITY ERROR.
 
WRITE (6,961) DENSA,DENSB-,-D..ENSC
 
961 FORMAT(1X7HDENSA= ,E12.5,9H DENSB= ,E12*5,9H, DENSC= ,E12.5,11H
 
1G/(CU M).//)
 
GO TO 137
 
1000 	 END FILE 9
 
STOP
 
END
 
$DATA
 
0 4-­
*0-+ABCYZ
 
GMHIKYMSTHATO-ECZTBSFSTSflS7HSB55 -UCAbL 34.0012"349UD0U=7U 3495
 
0607080910111213141718192021222427293048495051525354555861626M6465
 
* 	 END OF FILE CARD
 
END OF FILE CARD 
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TABLE 13
 
DREW'S THERMISTOR TEMPERATURE CORRECTIONS FOR ARCASONDE IA
 
Height (km) Correction (0C) Height (km) Correction (C)
 
40 0 52 4.4
 
42 0.9 54 5.4
 
44 1.8 56 7.0
 
46 2.3 58 9.2 
48 2.7 60 12.1
 
50 3.5 62 14.8
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IBM PROGRAMS LIBRARY 
CURVE FITTING PROGRAM 
E=ERE LTURE CORRECTIONS 
PERFORM AUTOMATIC INTERPOLATION 
USING TEMPERATURE CORRECTIONS 
AT INTEGER ALTITUDES TO OBTAIN 
CORRECTIONS AT NON-INTEGER ALTS 
PART I 
FIT CURVE TO TEMPERATURE 
CORRECTIONS TO OBTAIN 
CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 
sELCT n TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
INITIALIZE MEMORY AND 
PROGRAM VARIABLES 
SET POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENT VALUES 
C0bIJTE TEMPERATURE CORRECTIONSATACHALTTUDE AND APPLY 
TOSERATIONAL DATA 
. PART 11 
[L PRINT CORRECTED PROFILE_ 
AEXIT 
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Figure 2. Simplified flow chart curve fit and 
temperature correction program 
TABLE 14. FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
C CURVE FITTING PROGRAM 
DIMENSION X(70),Y(70) ,A(10,10),SUMX(31),SUMY(15),W(70)
 
1 READ (5,10) N,TOL,IAST
 
DO 40 I=I,N
 
10 FORMAT (14,E15.7,14)
 
40 READ (5,1063) X(L),Y(I)
 
1063 FORMAT (2F4.1)
 
50 DO 60 I1,N
 
60 W(I)=1.
 
70 SUMK(1)=0.
 
SUMX(2)=O.
 
SuDX(3)=O.
 
SUMY(1)=0. 
SUMY(2)=0.
 
DO 90 I=1,N
 
SUMX(1)=SUm (1)+W(I)
 
SUMX(2)=SUMX(2)+W(I)*X(I)

sUMK(3)=sU X(3)+-w(I)*x (I)*x (l) 
SU,4Y(I)1=SUMY(1)+W(I)*Y(I)
 
90 	SUMY(2)=SUMY(2)+W(I)*X(I)*Y(I) 
NORD=1
 
93 	L=NODt+1
 
KK=L+1
 
DO 101 I=I,L
 
DO [00 J=I,L
 
IK=J-1+I
 
100 A(I,J)=SULMX(IK) 
101 A(I,KK)=SUMY(I)
 
Do 140 I I,L
 
A (KK, I)- 1.
 
KKK=I+I
 
DO 110 J=KKK,KK
 
110 A(KK,J)=0.
 
C=1./A(1,I)
 
DO 120 II=2,1(K
 
DO 120 J=KKK,I<C
 
120 A(II,J)=A(II,J)-A(1,J)*A(TI,I)*C
 
DO 140 I1 ,L
 
DO 140 J=KKK,KK
 
140 A(II,J)=A(II+I,J)
 
S2=0.
 
DO 160 J=I,N
 
SI=0.
 
SI=S1+A(1,KK)
 
DO 150 I=1,NORD
 
150 S1=S1I+A(I+I,KK)*X(J)t**I
 
160 S2=S2+(SI-Y(J))*(SI-Y(J))
 
B=N-L
 
$2=($2/B)**.5
 
163 WRITE(6,13)
 
13 FORMAT (2X41NORD8X3HTOL13X2HS21OX)
 
WRITE(6,14) NORD,TOL,S2,N
 
14 FORMAT (16,2xEI4.7,2XE14.7,16)
 
DO 164 I=1,L 75
 
J=I-i 
TABLE 14 (Continued)
 
164 WRITE (6,10) J,A(I,KK)
 
167 DO 169 I=I,N
 
Sl=0.
 
SI=A(I,KK)
 
DO 168 J=INORD
 
168 S1=S I+A(J+I, K)*X (I) cJ
 
S3=Y(f)-SI
 
169 WRITE (6,11) x(f),Y(I),S1,S3
 
11 FORMAT(E14.7,2XEl4.7,2XE14.7,2XE1 4 .7) 
IF (NORD-IAST) 170,173,173
 
170 IF (S2-TOL) 173,173,171
 
171 NORD=NORD-I-

J=2*NORD 
SIMX(J)=0. 
SUMKX(J+1)=O.

SlmiY(NORD-I-)=0. 
DO 172 I=IN
 
SUX (J) =SumX(J)+X(I)** (J- 1)*W(I)SUMX (J+l) =SUMX (J+l)+X (I) *J*W (I) 
172 SUtY(NORD+I)=SbMY(NORD+)+Y(I)*X(I) *NORD*W(I) 
GO TO 93
 
173 WRITE (6,1064)
 
1064 FORNAT(IR1)
 
STOP
 
499 FORMAT(E14.7,IXE14.7)
 
12 FORMAT (E14.7,16)
 
2 )
002 FORMAT(F7.2,1XF7.2,1XF7.

END
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TABLE 14 (Continued)
 
C PROGRAM TO APPLY DREWS TEMPERATURE CORRECTION TO THERMISTOR ROCKET 
C DATA AND CHANGE TO DEGREES K 
C BLANK CARD AT END OF DATA TO EXIT PROGRAM 
C P. MORGENSTERN 8/13/68 
INTEGER OUTIOUT2
 
DIMENSION ID(4) 
AO=-.2!31502E+03
 
A1= .1343149E+02
 
A2=-.2848612E+00
 
A3= .2057881E-02
 
INI=5 
OUT1=6 
OUJ2=7 
I DO 21=1,500 
READ (IN1,101) (ID(J),J=1,3),H,T,ID(4) 
101 FORMAT (3A5,F6.1,11XF7.1,A4) 
IF (H) 10,10,3 
3 IF (H--40.) 4,4,5 
5 T=T- (AO+-* (Ai+mV (A2+H*A3))) 
4 T=T+273.2 
WRITE (OUT1,101) (ID(J),J=1,3),R,T,ID(4)
 
WRITE (OUT2,101) (ID(J) ,J=1,3),H,T,ID(4) 
2 CONTINUE 
10 STOP 
END 
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this program is shown in Figure 2 In Part I of this program, an auto­
matic interpolation scheme provides a method for using Drew's temperature
 
corrections at integer altitudes to obtain corrections at any non-integer
 
altitude. This is accomplished by fitting a curve to Drew's corrections,
 
thereby approximating these corrections by a continuous function A
 
standard curve fitting program available through the IBM programs library
 
was used. This program provides an nth degree polynomial
 
A trial case was run varying the equation degree from n = I
 
through n = 5. Inspection of the results indicated that a value of n =3
 
provided the best fit to the correction data The polynomial thus ob­
tained is as follows.
 
T(H) = a + alH + a2H 2 + a3H (H) 
where
 
IT = Drew's temperature correction ( C)
 
H = height (km)
 
a = 213 1502
0
 
a1 = 13 43149
 
a2 = 0.2848612
 
a3 = 0.002057881
 
The continuous temperature-correction function obtained in this
 
manner was then applied in Part II of the computer program, in which
 
the Croatan data was first corrected accordingly and then converted to
 
the Kelvin scale.
 
As mentioned previously, it is apparent that the specific cor­
rection discussed here applies only to Arcasonde 1A type thermistor
 
measurements. Consequently for all subsequent thermistor data that is
 
collected, it will be necessary to determine whether corrections have
 
already been made, and if not, to apply the appropriate corrections. It
 
is anticipated that where such other corrections are necessary for
 
instruments other than the Arcasonde 1A type, the corrections can be
 
accomplished simply by changing the values of the coefficients in
 
Equation (1).
 
2. Smoothing of Correlations Between Atmospheric Density and
 
Solar Flux. During an earlier program,density-altitude profiles from
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the original sounding-data inventory were statistically studied for
 
variations associated with solar flux variations Results have been
 
reported elsewhere (Ref. 13). The analysis procedure used in that
 
study consisted of calculating the vertical profile of the coefficient
 
of correlation (linear) between atmospheric density and the 10 7 cm
 
solar flux density.
 
Interpretation of computed correlation coefficients requires
 
establishment of the statistical significance of these values. In the
 
absence of a priori knowledge for the population correlation coefficient,
 
the null hypotehsis of no significant different from a population cor­
relation of zero may be tested. Any significant departure from this
 
hypothesis may be indicative of a relation between solar flux and
 
atmospheric density.
 
The exact distribution of the correlation coefficient for
 
small samples originally derived by R. A. Fisher has been tabulated
 
by David (Ref. 14). Based on these tables an empirical function was
 
derived to aid in calculating fiducial limits for the correlation coef­
ficient as a function of sample size. For the 5 percent and 95 percent
 
confidence belt to test the significance of the sample correlation
 
coefficient with an assumed population of zero, these limits are given
 
by
 
R = ± 1 89 (- 0 535) (2) 
where R is taken as the upper or lower limit depending upon the sign,
 
n is the sample size
 
This function, then, was used to interpret the significance of
 
the correlation coefficient profiles.
 
The procedure consisted of testing the significance of the
 
calculated value for the correlation coefficient (unsmoothed) at each
 
1-km altitude interval of the profile, i e , using the output of the
 
correlation coefficient program. If the calculated value of the cor­
relation coefficient exceeded the confidence limit value, then the null
 
hypothesis of no significant difference from a population correlation
 
of zero must be rejected
 
Considerable scattering of points in the correlation coefficients
 
exists owing to sampling fluctuations. In the present procedure, the
 
z-transform method vas applied to smooth the correlations of solar flux
 
with density using 5 km running averages.
 
The z-transform, developed by Fisher (Ref. 15), is a trans­
formation from r to a quantity z, which is distributed almost normally
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with variance and practically independent of the value of the correlation
 
in the population from which the sample is drawn It is recalled that r
 
is bounded by k I and averaging is not appropriate near these limits.
 
The z-transform of r
 
2 [loge(l + r) - loge(l - r)] (3)
 
is taken on individual correlations, the weighted average of the z's is
 
formed to obtain i and an inverse transform of i is performed to obtain
 
A program was written in Fortran IV for the IBM-7094 computer
 
that calculates 5 and 95 percent confidence limits, tests the individual
 
correlations for statistical significance, and smooths the correla­
tions using the z-transform method. This porgram is listed in Table 15
 
preceded by a flow chart in Figure 3.
 
Examination of preliminary results from this analysis tend to
 
give some preliminary support to the proposed model foi the effects of
 
solar flux anomalies on atmospheric density variations below 200 km.
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L 
INITIALIZE MEMORY AND 
PROGRAM VARIABLESI 
COMPUTE/PRINT 5% & 95% 
CONFIDENCEILIMITS 
ENTER INPUT CONTROL DATA 
ENTER CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT PROFILE 
TEST SIGNIFICANCE OF 
CALCULATED VALUE OF 
UNSNOOTHED 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
PRINT TESTED PROFILES 
CALCULATE Z- TRANSFORM 
OF CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
TO SMOOTH CORRELATIONS 
PERFORM WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
OF Z OVER 5-KM INTERVAL 
PERFORM INVERSEE TRANSFORMATION OF Z 
PRINT SMOOTHED PROFILES 
EI 
Figure 3. Simplified flow chart correlation 
smoothing 
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TABLE 15. FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
15 
105 

104 

I 

3 

101 

2 
103 

16 

11 
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WITH DENSITY USINGPROGRAM TO SMOOTH CORRELATIONS OF SOLAR FLUX 
5-KM RUNNING AVERAGE. INDIVIDUAL CORRELATIONS ARE CONVERTED BY AND THENFISHERS Z TRANSFORM, THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE IS FORMED 
AVERAGE. PROGRAMAN INVERSE TRANSFORM IS APPLIED TO THE 
CALCULATES 5 AND 95 CONFIDENCE LIMITS AND TESTS THE INDIVIDUAL
 
CORRELATIONS FOR SIGNIFICANCE. EACH SIGNIFICANT VALUE IS
 
MARKED BY AN * IN THE OUTPUT. A CARD WITH 1 IN COLUMN 
TO SEPARATE CASES. A NUMBER GREATER THAN ' IS USED TO 
1 IS USED 
EXIT THE 
PROGRAM 
P. MORGENSTERN 6/17/68 
DIMENSION CORR(5,2),N(5) ,Z(5,2),SUIMI(2) ,ZBAR(2),X(2) 
DIMENSION R(320),LIMIT(2) 
DIMENSION RBAR(2) 
EQUIVALENCE (SUM(1) ,X(1) ,RBAR(1)) 
INTEGER HEIGHT,STAR,BANK 
K=6 
L=5 
5 AND 95 PERCEkT CONFIDENCECALCULATES 
LIMITS 
DO 15 1-4,320 
XN-I
 
A=1.889559
 
B=-.53502648
 
=R(I) A XNB 
WRITE (K,105) (R(I),1=4,320)
 
FORMAT (15F8.3)
 
READ (1,104) STAR,BlANK 
FORMAT (2A1)
 
DO 2 I=1,5
 
DO 3 J=1,2
 
SUM(J)=0.0
 
COER(l,J)=0.O
 
READ (1,101) INDEf,fEIGHTIDIID2,(CORR(I,M),M=1,2),N(I)
 
FORMAT (I1,13,2A3,2F6.3,14)
 
IF (INDEX-i) 2,1,14
 
CONT INUE 
WRITE (K,103)
 
FORMAT (tHl)
 
HEIGHT=HEIGHT- 5 
DO 16 1=1,2
 
DO 19 M=1,2
 
LIMIT (M)=BIANK 
NNN(I) 
Y=AES (CORR(I,M))-R(NN)
 
IF (Y.GT.O.) LIMIT(M)=STAR
 
19 CONTINUE
 
HEIGHT=HEIGHT+1
 M
 
WRITE (K102)IEIGHT,IDI,ID2,(CORR(I,M),LIMIT(M),
 
HEIGHT=HEIGHT+3
 
SUMN=.O
 
DO 4 J=1,2
 
DO 4 1=1,5
 
ENN(I)-3
 
IF (EN) 6,6,7
 
=1,2),N(I)
 
TABLE 	15 (Continued)
 
c CALCULATES Z TRANSFORM 
7 Z(I,J)=.5*ALOG((!.+CORR(I,J))/(.-CORR(I,J))) 
SUM(J)=SUM(J)+Z (IJ)*EN 
SUMN=SUM1N*EN 
4 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
6 Do 8 1=1,4 
N(I)=N(I+1) 
DO 9 J=1,2

CORR(I, J) =CORR(I+i, J) 
9 	 SUm(J)=oo. 
8 	 CONTINUE
 
READ (L,101) INDEX,BEIGHT,IDI,ID2, (CORR(5,M),M=1,2),N(5)
 
IF (INDEX-i) 11,1,14
 
AVERAGE Z OVER 5-KM INTERVAL
C 
10 DO 12 J=1,2 
ZBAR(J) SUM(J) /SUMN*2 
X(J)=EXP(2.*ZBAR(J)) 
c INVERSE TRANSFORM OF ZBAR 
12 RBAR(J)=(X(J)-.)/(X(J)+l.) 
1=3 
DO 17 14=1,2
 
LIMIT(N)=BIANK
 
NN=N(I)
 
Y=ABS (CORR(I,M))-R(NN)
 
IF (Y.GT.O.) LIMIT(M)=STAR
 
17 CONTINUE
 
HEIGHT=HEIGHT- 2 
WRITE (K,102) HEIGHT,ID1,ID2, (CORR(3,M),LI IT(4) ,M=1,2),N(3), 
1(RBAR(M),ZBAR(M),4=1, 2) 
102 FORMAT (14,2A3,2(F7.3,A1),14,2(F7.3,E15.7)) 
GO TO 6 
14 	 DO 18 I=4,5
 
HEIGHT=HEIGHT+1
 
DO 20 M=1,2
 
LIMIT (M)=BLANK
 
NN=N(I)
 
Y=ABS (CORR(IM))-R(NN) 
IF (Y.GT.O.) LIMIT(M)=STAR 
20 CONTINUE 
18 WRITE (K,102) HEIGHT,IDI,ID2,(CORR(I,M),LIMIT(M),M=1,2),N(I) 
STOP 
END
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IV. PLANS FOR FURTHER PROCESSING
 
The present document is an interim report reflecting work performed
 
over a twelve-month peiiod Accordingly, it has discussed, thus far,
 
only part of the overall program. This section includes a discussion
 
of plans for continued processing of the data in the original 442 sound­
ing inventory as well as that currently being collected and Meteorolog cal,
 
Rocket Network data
 
A. Data Collection
 
Data collection as discussed in Section IIA will continue. As
 
before, the data will be keypunched into a standard format compatible
 
with the previous data and suitable for computer processing. The new
 
data will be screened for publication and keypunching errors
 
As mentioned earlier, data from many of the non-Soviet soundings
 
that occurred during the period 1962-1967 have been acquired In addi­
tion to the acquisition of the more recent data and investigation of
 
any further possible assistance in obtaining Soviet data, immediate
 
emphasis is to be placed on tracing down those soundings between about
 
1957 and 1963 which are listed in the World Data Center A Catalogues
 
without identification of experimenter or his affiliation
 
B. Further Data Processing
 
In Section III certain initial processing steps were discussed
 
with respect to the original data inventory With regard to programming
 
and non-prograrmning efforts, immediate attention is to be directed
 
toward further processing of this data along with newer sounding data.
 
These steps, directed toward preparing the data for statistical analysis,
 
will include:
 
(I) Review of original data inventory sources
 
a. Add observational temperature and pressure data
 
b. Retrieve lost significant figures
 
(2) Conversion of physic uniLts
 
(3) Additional sounding consistency tests
 
(4) Addition of geomagnetic index data to the header records
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(5) Conversion from geometric to geopotential altitudes
 
(6) Interpolation to integral geopotential kilometers
 
As mentioned earlier, the original data inventory transferred to
 
tape contained only altitude-density profiles and only in some cases,
 
temperature data Temperature and pressure data were generated from
 
the density profile. Consideration is being given to reviewing the
 
original publications in order to (1) obtain observation temperature
 
and pressure data if available, and (2) retrieve significant figures
 
in the density data which were lost in some cases during the original
 
transcription from source to cards.
 
The physical units of the measured data vary from author to author
 
To achieve a consistent system of units, and to minimize the chance of 
errors due to copying, a computer program will convert any combination 
of given units to a standard set- altitude - (geometrical) kilometers, 
temperature-degrees Kelvin, density-kilograms per cubic meter, and
 
pressure-newtons per square meter
 
If all three variables, temperature, density, and pressure, are
 
available, a programmed gas-law consistency test can be performed
 
This test should be made at each altitude from the top altitude down
 
through the complete profile.
 
The density-altitude profiles will be used with appropriate inte­
gration procedures involving the hydrostatic equation to derive running
 
temperature-altitude profiles, and, with the aid of the gas law, to
 
derive pressure-altitude profiles The derived profiles can be compared
 
with both the U.S. Standard Atmosphere and the values of temperature
 
and pressure published by the original source These comparisons can
 
detect gross errors in the density profile as well as identify anomalous
 
individual data.
 
If errors are detected, a printout will occur showing the absolute
 
error and the magnitude of the percentage error. Consideration is being
 
given to the details of appropriate corrections of such errors as they
 
occur. In addition, consideration is being given to constructing tests
 
when one or more variables are missing in the original source. The
 
principal ob3ective of the testing programs is to achieve data sets
 
that are internally consistent for processing in the next and subsequent
 
phases.
 
CeomagneLic index values are to be included in the sounding header
 
records for use in the statistical analysis of these data Four 3-hour
 
values will be entered for each sounding to investigate possible lag
 
relationships with respect to the atmospheric density variations
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After all screening, conversion, editing, checking and testing
 
have been effected and necessary corrections made, the original data
 
decks will be converted into operational decks in terms of geopotential
 
altitude for the appropriate launch sites. Interpolation to integral
 
geopotential-kilometer altitudes will be made for all parameters includ­
ing any and all derived data.
 
Consideration is also being given to the merits of maintaining on
 
tape an intermediate set of data, containing all measured and derived
 
data interpolated to integral geometric kilometer atitudes. Such a
 
set could be useful for the sake of completeness, for any subsequent
 
publication, or for future analysis.
 
C. Meteorological Rocket Network Data
 
An appreciable amount of important atmospheric variability data
 
has been accumulated during the present and previous studies from var­
ious scientific literature sources and through personal communications
 
with individual experimenters. A much larger inventory of rocket sound­
ing data is contained on a series of magnetic tapes maintained by the
 
Meteorological Rocket Network (MRN), some of which the NASA technical
 
monitor has recently obtained.
 
Since the validity of a statistical study of the atmospheric var­
iability necessarily depends on the data sample sizes, it is felt that
 
immediate priority should be given to the MRN tapes. Accordingly, the
 
emphasis of the Model Atmospheres study should now reflect a concentrated
 
effort to develop techniques for processing the MRN data, specifically
 
for checking, editing, error correction, and for normalization of the
 
data to a common format.
 
As a fallout of this processing and owing to the increasing num­
ber of errors discovered on the MRN tapes, it is further felt that a
 
formal report itemizing such errors would be of prime importance to the
 
scientific community concerned with this source of data.
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